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PREFACE 
The high penetration of mobile phones has resulted in the increasing use of mobile 
devices to deliver advertisements for products and services. Companies in Turkey 
began to use mobile devices as marketing and advertising medium since it has 
benefits such as time and location sensitive advertisements, personalization and 
decreasing marketing costs. Although it seems attractive to use mobile marketing 
and advertising to promote products and services the perceptions of the consumer 
should be considered as well. At this point, perceived value of mobile advertising 
becomes an important parameter in validating the approach of the consumer.  
This study investigated the value attributed to mobile advertising by Turkish 
consumers and the contribution of parameters such as content of the message, 
frequency of exposure, attitude towards privacy and deal proneness on perceived 
advertising value. The findings of the study are in harmony with previous academic 
research and illuminate the perceptions of Turkish consumers of mobile advertising 
and marketing. 
I would like to thank my consultant Associate Professor Şebnem Burnaz for her 
guidance and assistance through my study and Professor Nimet Uray for her 
support. 
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MOBĐL PAZARLAMA AKTĐVĐTELERĐNĐN REKLAM DEĞERĐ VE 
TÜKETĐCĐ TUTUMU 
ÖZET 
Mobil teknolojilerin gelişimi ve cep telefonu kullanımının yüksek penetrasyonu 
pazarlama dünyasını oldukça etkiledi. Dijital ortamlar pazarlama kampanyaları ve 
reklamlar için tercih edilmeye başlandı çünkü mobil teknolojiler kişiselleştirilmiş 
mesajlarla tüketiciye daha kolay ve etkili ulaşmayı sağladı. Dünyadaki bu eğilim 
Türkiye’yi de etkiledi ve mobil iletişim araçlarının reklam iletimi için kullanımı 
arttı. Tüketicinin bulunduğu yere göre uyarlanabilme, kişiselleştirilmiş reklamlar ve 
düşük reklam maliyetleri gibi avantajlarından dolayı bu mobil mecrayı Türk 
şirketleri de tercih etmeye başladı.  
Mobil cihazlar teknoloji ilerledikçe reklamcı ile tüketici arasındaki etkileşimi daha 
hızlı ve kolay bir hale getirmeye başladı. Bu nedenle firmalar bu yeni doğan iletiim 
kanalıyla ürün ve hizmetlerinin reklamını ve pazarlamasını yapmayı tercih ediyorlar. 
Bu mecrayı kullanmak her ne kadar şirketler açısından çok cazip görünse de tüketici 
tarafından nasıl algılandığının da göz önünde bulundurulması gerekmektedir. Bu 
noktada mobil pazarlamanın algılanan reklam değeri tüketicinin yaklaşımını 
değerlendirmek için önemli bir parametre olarak karşımıza çıkmaktadır. 
Bu çalışmada Türk tüketicilerinin mobil reklam ve pazarlama konusunda algıladığı 
değer ve bu değere mesaj içeriği, mesaj alma sıklığı, özel hayata karşı tutum ve 
promosyona olan eğilimin katkısı ve etkisi  araştırıldı.  
Çalışmanın çıkış noktası mobil pazarlama ve reklam kavramları ve mobil 
pazarlamanın reklam değeri üzerine oluşturulmuş akademik modellerdir. Bu 
modeller entegre edilip geliştirilerek yeni bir model ortaya konmuştur. Ayrıca, 
reklam değerinin tüketici tutumu üzerindeki etkisi de modele eklenmiştir. Literatür 
araştırmasından mobil reklamın reklam değeri ve mobil reklama olan tutu mile ilgili 
temel etkenler elde edilmiş ve buna dayanarak bir araştırma modeli ortaya 
konulmuştur.  
Saha çalışması ise anket ile gerçekleştirilmiştir. Konuyla ilgili anket mobil reklam 
ve pazarlama kampanyalarının hedef kitlesini oluşturan bir örnekleme 
uygulanmıştır. Bu örneklem, yaşları 18 ile 35 arasında olan cep telefonu 
kullanımında tecrübeli kabul edilen kişilerden oluşmaktadır. Anket sonuçları SPSS 
ile analiz edilmiştir ve Türk tüketicisinin mobil reklam ve pazarlamaya olan 
yaklaşımı ile ilgili bize bilgi vermektedir. Araştırma sonuçlarına göre mesajın içerik 
özellikleri, mesajın kişiselleştirilmiş olması ve tüketicinin promosyona eğilimli 
olması algılanan reklam değeri üzerinde anlamlı derecede etkilidir. Bu nedenle, bu 
özellikler reklamcı ve pazarlamacılar tarafından dikkate alınmalı ve mobil reklam ve 
pazarlamanın etkisini arttırmak için kullanılmalıdır. 
xi 
ADVERTISING VALUE OF MOBILE MARKETING ACTIVITIES AND 
CONSUMER ATTITUDES 
SUMMARY 
Mobile Technologies and the high penetration of mobile phones have a considerable 
effect on marketing world. These digital media are preferred for marketing 
campaigns as they have the potential of improved reach to consumers by allowing 
personalization of the content and context of the message. This trend in the world 
has influenced Turkey as well and the use of mobile devices to deliver 
advertisements for products and services has increased. Companies in Turkey began 
to use mobile devices as marketing and advertising medium since it has benefits 
such as time and location sensitive advertisements, personalization and decreasing 
marketing costs.  
Mobile devices enable interactivity between advertisers and customer that is getting 
faster and easier as the technology proceeds. For that reason advertisers prefer this 
emerging communication channel to advertise and promote their products and 
services. Although it seems attractive to use mobile marketing and advertising to 
promote products and services the perceptions of the consumer should be considered 
as well. At this point, perceived value of mobile advertising becomes an important 
parameter in validating the approach of the consumer.  
This study investigated the value attributed to mobile advertising by Turkish 
consumers and the contribution of parameters such as content of the message, 
frequency of exposure, attitude towards privacy and deal proneness on perceived 
advertising value.  
The background of the study focuses on the concept of mobile marketing and 
mobile advertising and the academic models of advertising value of mobile 
advertising are integrated and improved. Also the impact of advertising value on 
attitude towards mobile advertising is outlined. From that literature review the 
antecedents of advertising value and attitude towards mobile advertising are derived. 
Then, a research model is proposed based on the review. 
The field study is based on a survey conducted among a sample that is similar to 
target consumers of mobile marketing campaigns and mobile advertising messages 
that are age from 18 to 35 and are experienced users of mobile phones. The 
questionnaire results are analyzed with the statistical analysis software SPSS. The 
results of the study give us a hint about the approach of Turkish consumers towards 
mobile advertising and marketing. The results indicate that content characteristics, 
frequency of exposure to the messages, personalization of the message and deal 
proneness of the consumer are significantly effective on perceived advertising value 
of mobile advertising. Therefore, these features should be taken into consideration 
by the marketers and advertisers in order to increase the efficiency of mobile 
advertising and marketing.  
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1. INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH MOTIVATION 
Mobile technologies have a considerable effect on marketing world. Technological 
developments in this area have created new communication media and channels like 
e-mail, SMS (Short Messaging Service) and MMS (Multimedia Messaging Service). 
These digital media are preferred for marketing campaigns as they have the potential 
of improved reach to consumers by allowing personalization of the content and 
context of the message. Mobile devices enable interactivity between advertisers and 
customer that is getting faster and easier as the technology proceeds. For that reason 
advertisers prefer the emerging communication channels such as SMS and MMS to 
advertise and promote their products and services. However, there is still little 
known about the customers’ perception and evaluation of mobile advertising. In 
order to make sure that the marketing efforts of companies are effective, the reaction 
and attitudes of the customers regarding the advertising value of mobile marketing 
should be examined.  
As services and applications through mobile telephony become increasingly 
differentiated and personalized, the attitude towards mobile advertising can be 
affected by various factors that contribute to the content of the advertising message 
and by the consumer characteristics. This study explores mobile users’ perceptions 
of mobile marketing and advertising to identify the relationships among the 
constructs. The recent study of Haghirian (2005) on the model of advertising value 
of mobile marketing is taken as a base for this study and its scope is broadened by 
including the attitude towards mobile marketing, purchase intention and deal-
proneness of the consumer.  
In the light of the literature review about mobile marketing and advertising, a model 
of advertising value for mobile marketing is proposed, on the basis of several 
constructs proposed as important, such as message content, frequency of exposure, 
consumer characteristics, attitude towards mobile advertising, and intention to 
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purchase. The antecedent variables of advertising value of mobile marketing are 
content characteristics such as informativeness, entertainment, irritation and 
credibility. Frequency of exposure is another predictor of value as it is demonstrated 
in Haghirian’s (2005) work. Another group of predictors is consumer characteristics 
which include consumer deal proneness, attitude towards privacy and relevant 
demographic variables. Consumer deal proneness is suggested for this model 
because of its relevance with the response of consumers to promotions. As the 
majority of mobile advertising campaigns are based on sales and promotion, it is 
appropriate to include deal-proneness in the consumer characteristics that have an 
effect on attitudes towards mobile advertising. Also, deal-proneness is hypothesized 
to have an impact on purchase intention.  
The relationship between the included factors and their influence on advertising 
value of mobile marketing will provide important information for companies. They 
will have the opportunity to design more effective campaigns with mobile 
advertising as they will be aware of how the consumers are influenced by mobile 
marketing and advertising. This study aims to contribute to this objective and 
presents results of a survey among cellular phone users on consumer attitudes 
towards advertising via mobile devices.  
The second chapter explains the background of the study which focuses on the 
concept of mobile marketing and mobile advertising as applications of mobile 
commerce. Also the impact of advertising value on attitude towards mobile 
advertising is outlined. 
The third chapter is theoretical framework that provides a review of marketing and 
advertising literature that is relevant to mobile marketing and advertising. From that 
literature review the antecedents of advertising value and attitude towards mobile 
advertising are derived. Then, a research model is proposed based on the review. 
The fourth chapter presents the methodology of the study and the empirical 
evaluation of the model. The data collected through the survey is analyzed in this 
chapter and discussed in chapter five as conclusion. 
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2. BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 
2.1 The Growth of Mobile Telephony and SMS 
The number of GSM subscribers in Turkey showed an increase of 16% in the year 
2006 from approximately 45 million to 53 million subscribers. (State Planning 
Organization, 2006) Thus, mobile phone penetration is approximately 73% 
considering the population estimation of State Planning Organization. This 
penetration ratio compared to European Union penetration of 97% (ITU-2005) 
reveals that there is a high potential of growth in GSM sector in Turkey. The 
increase of GSM subscribers is a sign of the growth trend in the sector. 
The volume of mobile phone sales in Turkey is 6.6 million (2004), 7.2 million 
(2005) and 7.5 million (2006). The total cellular phone sales volume is estimated to 
reach 10 billion dollars. (MOBĐSAD, 2006) 
Apart from these, Turkish people show a high replacement frequency of mobile 
phones with 20 months which exceeds the average of 24 months in European 
countries. This reveals the fact that Turkish people have a high level of purchase 
intention for new mobile phones and improved technology. This intention is 
estimated to get more intense with the coming 3G licenses. 
(http://www.reklamdergisi.com) 
According to the survey by Ericcson in 2006, 88% of young people below 30 send 
at least 1 SMS per day which is above the average frequency in the world. In 
Turkey, 13% of mobile users send more than 10 SMS per day, 17% send 5-10 SMS 
and 26% send 2-4 SMS. The study reveals that SMS is the most preferred mobile 
service among Turkish people which is followed by downloading ring tones and 
polyphonic melodies with 62% of the users. Also, 55% of consumers use the 
services for downloading games and music. (Ericcson, 2006) 
The growth potential of mobile communication market attracts the attention of 
marketers and give them many opportunities to reach the consumers directly, for 
instance via SMS through a fast, reliable and personalized channel. According to 
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MMA (Mobile Marketing Association), the return rate of SMS campaigns outweigh 
e-mail campaigns which have return rates of 10-15 % and 2% respectively (Mobile 
Marketing Association, 2006). These rates can be increased when the target market 
of 16-30 year olds are taken.  
In Turkey mostly the SMS and MMS applications are considered as mobile 
marketing. However, in the world other applications like “write and send” 
campaigns, votes and polls, tests and quizzes, mobile games, mobile content, CRM, 
barcode technologies, location-based services, WAP-mobile Internet and Bluetooth 
are also included in mobile marketing applications. 
The expenditures on mobile marketing are increasing in the whole world because of 
the success it brings to the marketing activities as mobile marketing and advertising 
is a “direct to consumer”, interactive and personalized channel. Furthermore, it is 
low cost and effective way of reaching the target market of the companies. 
Therefore, the expenditures for mobile marketing in the world have increased from 
239 million $ in 2005 to 419 million $ in 2006. According to Visiongain (2006) 
research reports it is estimated that the investment on mobile marketing will reach 
760 million $ in the year 2011. 
The research of Airwide Solutions among 50 brands in Europe, 89% of the brands 
will use SMS and MMS campaigns till 2008 in order to reach their target markets. 
Also, in five years 52% of these companies will spend 5-25% of their budgets for 
mobile marketing. (http://www.reklamdergisi.com) 
The services offered to the consumers via mobile technology are generally discussed 
under the concept of mobile commerce as there is a transaction between the 
consumer and the company. Mobile marketing is defined as the application of 
mobile commerce technologies in marketing processes. Mobile marketing takes 
advantage of the pervasiveness of mobile devices and the typically very personal 
nature of communication using those devices (as perceived by their owners) 
(Schierholz, 2005). Hence, mobile marketing and advertising are also considered 
within the context of mobile commerce. In this sense, in the next section mobile 
commerce (m-commerce) and its applications are explained briefly. 
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2.2  Mobile Commerce and Mobile Business 
Mobile commerce combines the power and speed of the Internet with the geographic 
freedom of mobile telephony in terms of receiving and transmitting data and 
importantly the ability to conduct transactions. Emerging from the recent 
developments in communication technology, m-business represents ‘mobile’ 
business and refers to the new communications and information delivery model 
created when telecommunications and the Internet converge. (Mort and Drennan, 
2002) Mobile business is defined as the application of mobile technologies to 
improve or extend business processes and open new market segments wheras 
mobile commerce is a subordinate of mobile business focusing on handling 
transactions. (Schierholz, 2005) 
2.2.1 Technology behind Mobile Commerce 
In order to have a thorough understanding of mobile commerce, it is vital to have a 
slight knowledge of the technology behind it. Therefore, the wireless 
communication technology is summarized according to the study of Siau (2001). 
Making high speed (broadband) connections directly available to all locations is the 
key to realize the true benefits of mobile commerce applications. A number of 
existing or future technologies that enable connections between mobile devices and 
other information appliances and between mobile devices and Internet are discussed 
below: 
1. WAP: Wireless Application Protocol is designed specifically to deliver Web 
information to mobile phones enabling them to access the Internet. It 
specifies an end-to-end application protocol and an application environment 
based on a browser as two essential elements of wireless communication. 
With WAP technology, mobile phones become communication devices 
capable of communicating with other devices over a wireless network. 
Although WAP could provide many new opportunities for mobile 
commerce, its application is severely restricted by slow service, clumsy 
controls and a limited number of Web sites. (Siau, 2001) 
2. Bluetooth: Bluetooth is a relatively new, inexpensive short range wireless 
standard supporting local area networks (LANs) where low-power radio 
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technology is used link electronic products, such as PCs and printers, 
without cables. (Siau, 2001) 
3. Second-generation (2G) network: GSM (Global System for Mobile 
Communication) is considered the second generation (2G) digital network. It 
is a circuit-switched service, where users must dial-in to maintain a 
connection when data communications are desired. It operates in the 900 
MHz and 1800 MHz frequency bands, and is widely used in Europe and 
beyond. (Siau, 2001) 
4. 2.5G network: GPRS (General Packet Radio Service) and EDGE (Enhanced 
Data GSM Environment) are so-called 2.5G technologies. GPRS, based on 
GSM, is a continuous packet data service. It uses the existing network 
infrastructure but is being marketed as delivering ISDN-type speeds. Rather 
than sending a continuous stream of data over a permanent connection, 
GPRS’s packet switching system only uses the network when there is data to 
be sent. Users can send and receive data at speeds of up to 155 kbit/second 
with GPRS. EDGE, a faster version of GSM, is designed to enable the 
delivery to multimedia and other broadband applications. It will use new 
modulation techniques to enable data rates up to 384 kbits/second over the 
existing GSM infrastructure. (Siau, 2001) 
5. Third-generation (3G) network: UMTS (Universal Mobile 
Telecommunications System) is the so-called “third-generation (3G) 
technology. It aims to offer high bandwidth, packet-based transmission of 
text, voice, video and multimedia needed to support data-intensive 
applications. Once UMTS is fully implemented, computer and phone users 
can be constantly connected to the Internet and have access to a consistent 
set of services worldwide. Integrating the functions of a whole range of 
different equipment, the new 3G mobile phone can be used as a phone, a 
computer, a television, a paper, a video conferencing center, a newspaper, a 
diary and even a credit card. There are two major competing schemes for 
UMTS. Wide band-CDMA (W-CDMA), which is supported by Nokia and 
Ericsson among others and time CDMA is similar to standard CDMA except 
that it uses higher bandwidth on the transmission channel. TD-CDMA is a 
scheme that makes use of both TDMA and CDMA techniques. (Siau, 2001) 
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2.2.2 Emerging Mobile Commerce Applications 
Varshney and Vetter (2002) categorize m-commerce applications under different 
classes with varying requirements in terms of devices, middleware and Networks as 
it follows: 
Mobile financial applications are likely to be one of the most important components 
of m-commerce. These could involve a variety of applications such as mobile 
banking and brokerage service, mobile money transfer, and mobile micropayments. 
These services could turn a mobile device into a business tool, replacing bank, ATM 
and credit cards by letting a user conduct financial transactions with mobile money. 
Certainly, more work is needed in providing transaction support in the applications 
and network infrastructure. Secure transactions are required before any of these 
applications are widely deployed. Different types of mobile financial applications 
are given in figure 2.1. 
 
Figure 2.1: Mobile Financial Services (Varshney and Vetter, 2002) 
One interesting mobile financial application is micropayment involving small 
purchases such as vending and other items. A mobile device can communicate with 
a vending machine using a local wireless network to purchase desired items. Micro-
payments can be implemented in a variety of ways. One way is that the user could 
make a call to a certain number where per-minute charges equal the cost of vending 
item as it is shown in figure 2.1. In effect, it collects money from the users and 
credits it to the vending providers. Another way to perform micro-payments may be 
via using pre-paid numbers purchased from a service provider, bank or credit-card 
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company. To support financial transactions including micro-payments, a mobile 
service provider could act as a bank, acquire a bank or compete with a bank. There 
are many questions that have to be addressed. One such question is the real cost of 
mobile micro payments. Another question is how would a phone company or other 
payer make any profit on mobile micropayments? There are several possible 
answers to this question. First, service providers could require pre-payments by 
users, thereby leading to some financial profits. Also, the cost of micropayments 
may decrease with increased numbers of transactions or users. A provider can also 
charge a small amount for the payment service or can absorb the cost in order to 
provide this micro-payment as a competitive feature leading to increased number of 
customers and possibly higher revenues for wireless provider. 
Mobile Inventory Management involves location tracking of goods, services and 
possibly even people. The tracking of goods may help service providers in 
determining the time of delivery to customers, thus improving customer service and 
obtaining a competitive edge over other businesses. One very interesting application 
is “rolling inventory” - which may involve multiple trucks carrying a large amount 
of inventory while on the move. Whenever a store needs certain items/goods, it can 
locate a truck (preferably in nearby area) and just-in-time delivery of goods can be 
performed. The rolling inventory and delivery application can reduce the amount of 
inventory space and cost for both vendors and stores and may also reduce the time 
between when an order is placed and the goods are delivered. Rolling inventory is a 
B2B m-commerce application while location tracking can be considered a B2C 
application. Using inexpensive embedded radio/microwave devices (chips), a 
wireless network can track goods and services. Since satellite signals may not work 
well inside a truck, a separate wireless LAN can be provided on-board for intra-
truck communication and tracking. An interesting research problem is to determine 
an appropriate match for the amount of inventory carried by trucks in a geographical 
with dynamically changing delivery demands. Also traffic in a city may affect the 
just-in-time delivery in nearby areas. 
Another example of mobile inventory management is just-in-time 
delivery/movement of components in an assembly plant based on the rate of 
consumption of existing components. A variety of new components can be moved a 
certain speed after receiving a wireless signal from the components reaching the 
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assembly line or from a device on the assembly line itself. This will allow just-in-
time delivery leading to a reduced inventory and assembling cost. If the new 
components are delayed for some reason, then signals can be sent to the assembly 
line for possible adjustment of the assembly speed to match the arrival time of new 
components. Such an application would reduce the inventory cost while increasing 
productivity by matching the speed of new.  
According to the study of Varshney and Vetter (2002), product location and search 
applications includes locating an item in a particular area or location. Using a 
mobile device a centralized/distributed database containing information on products, 
a user should be able to find the exact location of a store where a certain item is 
located. A list of locations and distance from a specified point can also be displayed. 
After that the user can buy online using a browser on his/her mobile device. In the 
case of multiple stores/vendors carrying an item desired by a user, they could 
compete to get the customer by real-time manipulation of prices or by offering 
instant discounts. 
From a technological point of view, a mobile user can send a query message to a 
centralized location which in turn can interface several different stores/dealers and 
decide if the item is available or not(and if yes, at what price). Alternatively, 
stores/vendors may connect their inventory record systems to this site. Since the 
inventory of different vendors may use different code names, a uniform product 
naming system that allows for easy translation to easy web content will be required. 
If a database is not employed, the mobile user may need to query the stores directly. 
The amount of wireless traffic may become a problem if the total number of queries 
per item per user exceeds the capacity of the wireless infrastructure. To avoid high 
traffic levels, one may prefer to ship only product codes rather than entire data sets. 
Two factors considered are: (a) how the database will price its services to 
vendors/dealers and (b) the correctness of information (related to availability or 
price) from inventory to the database or website. 
More and more people are becoming mobile in the society and they may prefer to be 
involved in some business or entertainment activities. Many of these services can be 
offered to people through mobile devices and wireless networks. These include 
mobile auction/reverse auction, video on demand services, and other entertainment-
oriented services. The technologies needed include mobile devices with capabilities 
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to match desired applications, suitable mobile middleware, and wireless networks 
with high bandwidth such as emerging LEO satellites or 3G networks. Continued 
connectivity is really important issue as it may affect the perceived quality of 
service for entertainment/information services. For auction/reverse auction, frequent 
disconnection may seriously affect the usefulness of this service unless it can be 
guaranteed that if users get disconnected, the state of auction will be maintained and 
disconnected users will not suffer any loss during periods of disconnection. 
(Varshney and Vetter, 2002) 
2.2.3 Mobile Marketing and Mobile Advertising 
Mobile commerce is defined as any kind of business transaction, on the condition 
that at least one side uses mobile communication techniques. Mobile marketing is 
considered within the context of mobile commerce and a subset of mobile 
commerce. (Pousttchi and Wiedermann, 2006) Mobile marketing is defined as using 
a wireless medium to provide consumers with time and location sensitive, 
personalized information that promotes goods, services and ideas, thereby benefiting 
all stakeholders. (Scharl, 2005) 
In terms of consumer interactivity and location specificity, mobile marketing stands 
out among other types of media. Mobile marketing communications can provide 
higher interactivity  and higher relevance due to higher location dependence. Sultan 
and Rohm (2005) characterize marketing communication approaches along two 
dimensions based on interactivity and location specifity ,given in figure2.2: 
 1. the level of consumer interactivity that the medium enables 
 2. the degree of location specificity of the medium itself 
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Figure 2.2: Comparison of Marketing Communication Approaches (Sultan, 2005) 
In terms of degree of interactivity types of media could be either “lean-back” or 
“lean-forward”. “Lean back” means that the consumer is less active and the 
advertisement reaches the consumer without a personal effort of the consumer. 
Traditional media are typically lean-back as they involve little interactivity. For 
instance, television viewing is a relatively passive activity. On the other hand, new 
types of media, based on Internet and mobile technologies, are lean-forward which 
require a greater degree of interactivity. “Lean forward” means the consumer makes 
an effort to reach information and at the same time is exposed to marketing and 
advertising items. Web surfing could be given as an example for lean-forward 
communication media as a person has to make decisions about which sites to visit 
and access. 
Location dependence is another dimension of marketing campaigns. Some 
traditional marketing media, like radio, TV and print advertising, are independent of 
location while others, like billboard and retail advertising, are specific to the 
consumer’s location. For example, a Web site’s pop-up ad that can be viewed on a 
computer at work or at home is independent on location whereas digital coupons are 
dependent on location or consumer context.  
The unique value of mobile marketing is that it enables both brand-consumer 
interactivity and location specificity that cannot be achieved with other approaches. 
In other words, the mobile platform offers a fundamentally different type of 
consumer experience. (Sultan and Rohm, 2005) This new marketing paradigm could 
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play an increasingly important role, particularly for reaching certain consumer 
segments. 
Mobile marketing offers the possibility of a closer brand connection because of the 
personal nature of hand-held electronic devices. Cell phones and PDAs (Personal 
Digital Assistants) store information about individuals’ social networks of friends, 
family, and business or school contacts. The devices might also contain a calendar 
of appointments and serve various other functions, including alarm clock, camera, 
calculator and video game player. Therefore, they often stimulate an emotional 
connection with their users, as evidenced by the popularity of accessory products 
that people purchase to personalize their phones, including customized ring tones, 
face plates and wallpaper backgrounds. 
At this point, mobile marketing is tied primarily to cell phones because of 
widespread use as well as the portability of the devices. Since mobile phones are 
portable many people carry them around everywhere and they also keep the device 
on most of the time. This raises the important differentiating characteristic of a 
mobile marketing strategy from a traditional approach. Mobile marketing realizes 
brand-consumer communications and interactivity at the more personal, contextual 
and location-based levels. Furthermore, mobile marketing can be used to collect 
data through the wireless Internet because individuals can be connected anytime and 
anywhere. It is possible to determine not only the exact location of a consumer at a 
given time but also the context of why that individual might be there. With that 
information, more meaningful or relevant advertising messages or promotions can 
be delivered to the consumer on his mobile phone or other hand-held device in a 
setting where the consumer may be receptive to receiving such communications. 
TV broadcast marketers are interested in some level of interactivity between TV and 
cell phones. In response, corporations may need to pursue mobile strategies 
aggressively to connect with such consumers that look for some interactivity 
between TV and their cell phones. The increasing familiarity of consumers to 
mobile marketing tools may decrease their interst in traditional media. As more and 
more people migrate to wireless communication platforms, they could become 
increasingly difficult to reach them with traditional advertising and promotional 
methods. 
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As Pousttchi and Wiedermann (2006) summarize in their study, there are several 
reasons contributing to continuous growth of mobile marketing such as; high global 
penetration of mobile devices, adoption of mobile devices with larger screens, and 
higher connection speed through 3G. Compared to the features of traditional mass 
media mobile marketing can provide interaction, exclusiveness, location and 
situation dependency, targeted addressing of customers, immediate transaction and 
measurement of campaigns’ effectiveness. Hence, the mobile device is ideal for 
individualized and dialogue-oriented communication. 
2.2.3.1 Key Terms of Mobile Marketing 
It is essential to know the terminology used for mobile marketing and advertising in 
order to get a thorough understanding of the applications. The key terms of mobile 
marketing are summarized below based on the information from the column of 
Laura Marriot (Feb 9, 2006) and from the study of Okazaki (2007). 
SMS (short message service): A service for sending messages of up to 160 
characters to mobile phones. This is often referred to as "text" or "text messaging." 
It's the ability to send text-based messages person to person (P2P); from person to 
application, such as a voting application (P2A); or application to person (A2P), as 
with an acknowledgement or information.  
PSMS (premium SMS): Premium means that the service user will be charged an 
incremental fee instead of the basic text charge. The transaction usually involves 
participation in a program, purchase of a ring tone or wallpaper, or something 
similar. 
WAP (wireless application protocol): A secure specification that allows users to 
access information instantly via handheld wireless devices such as mobile phones, 
pagers, two-way radios, smartphones and communicators. WAP is simply the 
wireless Web. When an Internet session is accessed on the mobile device, it is 
accessed via a WAP session. 
MMS (multimedia messaging service): A standard for telephony messaging 
systems that allow sending messages that include multimedia objects, such as 
images, audio, video, or rich text, in addition to text messages. It is an application 
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providing multimedia services, for instance, taking pictures with mobile phone and 
sending or emailing them to friends.  
Mobile video: It's watching TV, music videos, commercials, and so on from mobile 
device. 
Alert: Short message sent to mobile users to keep them updated about the news, 
weather, traffic conditions, etc. 
Mobile advertising: Like Internet or TV advertising initiatives, this is the ability to 
offer a call to action or brand banner within the mobile application, whether it's 
mobile Web (WAP), text messaging (SMS), pictures (MMS), or video. 
GPS (Global Positioning System):  A U.S. government-owned technology based 
on the use of three or more satellites (triangulation) to provide 24-hour positioning 
information that indicates the precise location of any compatible receiver unit. 
2.2.3.2 Characteristics of Mobile Marketing 
The attributes inherent to mobile marketing such as personalization, ubiquity, 
interactivity and localization, generate significant potential for this innovative form 
of commercial communication (Barnes and Bauer, 2005). It is ideal for 
individualized and dialogue-oriented communication and is thus superior to 
measures of mass communication, which in present-day markets are hardly ever 
noticed. As Godin (1999, pg.25) states, “Traditional sales and marketing involves 
increasing market share, which means selling as much of your product as you can to 
as many customers as possible. One to one marketing involves driving for share of 
customer, which means ensuring that each individual customer who buys your 
product buys more products, buys only your brand, and is happy using your product 
instead of another to solve their problem. The true, current value of any one 
customer is a function of the customer's future purchases, across all the product 
lines, brands and services offered by you.” Thus, the attributes of mobile marketing 
such as personalization, ubiquity, interactivity and localization increase the value of 
an individual customer as the sales and marketing campaigns would be tailored to 
his preferences. These attributes are the prominent characteristics of mobile 
marketing which are explained here starting with personalization. 
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There is a huge amount of information, services and applications available on the 
Internet which breeds the necessity of transmitting the relevant information to users. 
Personalization and customization of information is possible with mobile 
advertising that enables precise targeting. Mobile advertising provides consumers 
with personalized information based on their time of day, location and interests. The 
advertising messages can be personalized based on information provided by 
consulting the user at an earlier stage or by the history of users’ purchasing habits. 
Therefore, the mobile device will not become a shared utility and can have the 
unique identity of its user. Creating end-user customized services is crucial for 
creating interactivity between providers and customers. 
 
Figure 2.3:Advertising mediums relation to personalization and reach (Salo, 2007) 
Salo and Karjaluoto (2007) state the different levels of personalization and reach of 
advertising mediums as given in figure2.3. They mention the fact that mediums like 
TV, radio and newspapers are used to reach high number of people with low 
personalization. E-enabled mediums can be considered as halfway options between 
individualization and reach. For example, e-mails can be used to create personalized 
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messages that include respondent’s name and other personal information related to 
customer data for instance. Mobile enabled mediums including mobile advergames 
can be used to reach higher individualization with a small amount of responses 
depending on the mobile application employed and game type. They emphasize that 
mobile games are more interactive and requires consumer involvement compared to 
TV commercials which people skip while watching TV. 
There is a trade-off between personalization and consumer control. Gathering data 
required for tailoring messages raises privacy concerns. Corporate policies must 
consider legalities such as electronic signatures, electronic contracts, and conditions 
for sending SMS messages. Experts who had used SMS campaigns requested 
European government and industry initiatives to restrict unsolicited SMS. They 
argued that sending unsolicited messages hurts the mobile advertising industry. 
(Scharl, 2005) 
Major distinguishing characteristic of mobile marketing is ubiquity that enables the 
business entities to reach their customers through mobile devices anywhere at 
anytime. On the other hand, users can also access to real-time information from any 
location via always-on technology that is offered by mobile terminals. Therefore, 
users can get any information of their interest regardless of time and place through 
their mobile devices.  
Marketing communication can be defined as a set of activities to form and 
strengthen the relationship and create interactivity between consumer and marketer. 
Mobile marketing forms an interactive media between marketers and consumers. 
Interactive media exhibit a bi-directional mode of communication enabling the 
recipient to affect the communication process actively which cannot be achieved by 
traditional marketing media. Mobile marketing provides increased possibility of 
interaction as it allows an immediate and direct feedback from the consumer. Just as 
in Internet based marketing, mobile marketing can react very fast to customers’ 
feedback. 
Geo-location technologies such as the Global Positioning System (GPS) or Cell of 
Origin (COO) enable operators to localize the user and to adapt the marketing 
activities to his current position (Barnes, 2003). By using these technologies 
consumers can be informed about new product offers at the point-of-sale so that 
they would be persuaded for impulse purchases. Currently, however, these kinds of 
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push-services have barely been realized due to poorly developed positioning 
technologies. Furthermore, experiments have indicated that advertising via mobile 
phones works only if it is permission based. (Reyck and Degraeve, 2003) For that 
reason, location-based pull-services which are initiated with active demand from the 
customer are more widely spread. In this model, the user provides the service 
operator with information about his current position; subsequently, the user receives 
offers of close-by product and service providers. (Barnes and Bauer, 2005) This 
implementation of mobile advertising allows sending advertisements to customers at 
a time when they are actually shopping which increases the effectiveness of the 
advertisement in terms of creating a purchase. 
2.2.3.3 Categories and Objectives of Mobile Marketing 
Pousttchi and Wiedermann (2006) have identified the characteristics that are 
necessary to classify a single mobile marketing campaign. Their examination of 55 
case studies led them to define four standard types for mobile marketing as follows: 
The information standard type is defined by the instance information of the 
characteristic added value. Typical examples include information about products , 
information about the nearest point of sale ideally using Location Based Services-
LBS or mobile newsletters. But also news, weather, traffic, market rates, horoscopes 
or songs just played on the radio are possible. The applications used for information 
type mobile marketing campaigns are location based services, WAP and mobile 
Internet and mobile search engines. Through mobile Internet systems; consumers 
can do shopping, gather information and subscribe services as well as using e-mail 
applications. Mobile search engines are usually designed to provide results that are 
more purchase oriented compared to web. For instance, if you search with the 
keyword pizza on a mobile engine, the phone number of the closest pizza service 
will appear on the screen. (tele.com.tr magazine) 
From the viewpoint of customers the information must be relevant, otherwise they 
view mobile marketing pushed to their mobile devices as importunate and 
unwelcome. Relevance of information will increase, if customers receive 
information based on time of day, location, roles or prior given profiles. Within-case 
analysis shows that the information standard type is often coupled with other 
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standard types, typical with the coupon standard type, to increase added value of the 
whole campaign. 
The entertainment standard type is defined by the instance entertainment of the 
characteristic added value. According to Anckar and D’Incau (2002) entertainment 
is one mobile service that produces value to customers. Clemens (2003) stated if the 
entertainment is amusing and emotional enough; the advertising message will be 
communicated subliminal. Starting points for this standard type are humorous, 
aesthetic or stylistic elements. Typical examples are campaigns providing videos, 
music, games or offers used for customizing mobile devices, i.e. ring tones, logos 
and answering machine announcements. To provide more than one entertaining 
element special marketers can use WAP downloadcenters. In so doing they can 
stimulate collecting ambition and consequently generate multiple contacts with 
customers. Typically, customers use entertaining elements such as games several 
times and therefore customers meet with advertising message more than one time, a 
positive brand image can be built up.  
The raffle standard type is defined by the instance raffle of the characteristic added 
value. Although the prizes vary widely in type and value, most mobile raffles follow 
the same process. Customers are called attention to the raffle by other media. Then 
they answer a question, vote for something or someone or send a certain code by 
SMS and have finally the chance to win cash and goods prizes. Prizes are either 
digital, like above-mentioned entertainment elements, or non-digital, like mobile 
devices. The main advantage of raffles is that the prize provides customers with a 
tangible reason to contact the advertisers. The more attractive the prize is to the 
target group, the higher the chance of success, because customers compare the 
probability of winning with the estimated value of prize and then decide to 
participate to the campaign.  
The coupon standard type is defined by the instance monetary incentive of the 
characteristic added value. By monetary incentives marketers have created the value 
to message instead of sending the message with general promotion. The most 
common mobile coupon is a straightforward SMS that has to be shown at the point 
of sale. Typical coupons include discounts, trial packages or free-SMS/ -MMS 
available on advertiser’s website. Also discount tickets sent to the mobile phone, 
e.g. after a mobile payment, and collected in a virtual discount ticket book belong to 
the coupon standard type. Depending on the value of the coupon, security features 
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such as validation code and special scanner at the cash desk are incorporated in 
order to make sure it is a genuine coupon. Mobile coupons have two categories: 
impulse coupons and pre-selected coupons. Impulse coupons are highly time 
sensitive coupons with the aim to increase impulse purchases. Particularly impulse 
coupons are sent to customers who have opted in but they don’t know when they 
will receive them. In contrast, pre-selected coupons have been pre-selected by 
customers who have expressed an interest in specific products.  
Pousttchi and Wiedermann (2006) examined 55 campaigns of different brands and 
companies for their research and list of typical case studies used as examples can be 
seen in Table2.1. 
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Table 2.1: Description of (case studies) mobile marketing campaigns        
(Pousttchi& Wiedermann, 2006) 
 
Pousttchi and Wiedermann (2006) identified mobile marketing campaign objectives 
through the expert interviews and content analysis of 30 case studies as follows: 
Building brand awareness aims at the customers’ ability to recognize and recall a 
brand in purchase and consumption situations and becomes important for market 
launches of new product and services.  
Mobile marketing creates new opportunities for companies to form or shift 
consumer attitudes toward a brand through the use of value-added content (rich, 
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digital media offerings, including audio and video) that can be personalized with 
context and location specificity. (Sultan and Rohm, 2005) 
Changing brand image aims to change the perception of the brand by the customers. 
Brand image refers to the set of associations linked to the brand that consumers hold 
in their memory.  
Sales promotion is the most frequent campaign objective that aims to stimulate 
quicker or greater purchase of a product or service.  
Enhancing brand loyalty aims at consumers’ commitment to repurchase the brand.  
Mobile marketing enables frequent consumer involvement and interaction through 
repeated content downloads and online games and contests. Such second-order 
consumer activities are not tied directly to an actual purchasing transaction, but they 
can be instrumental in establishing and prolonging the dialogue between brand and 
consumer. The unique advantage of the mobile platform is that these dialogues (and 
the resulting brand-consumer relationships) can be forged at a more personalized 
and contextual level. And as the bandwidth of wireless communications continues to 
increase, the various applications, including audio, data and streaming video, that 
can be delivered to people’s hands via cell phones will become ever more 
sophisticated, above and beyond simple text messaging. (Sultan and Rohm, 2005) 
Building customer database aims to collect Mobile Station ISDN (MSISDN) or 
profiles of customers. A profile is defined as a set of features with their relative 
weights and characterizes the preference and the activity of customers. Online 
marketers craft online questionnaires to collect relevant profile information. This 
may be difficult for marketers using mobile marketing because of device limitations.  
Many organizations capture information about customers in various functional 
areas, including sales, marketing and customer service, but they lack a sophisticated 
system for integrating those multiple databases. Consequently, they have trouble in 
personalizing their interactions with customers and therefore have a limited ability 
to take full advantage of the mobile platform. (Sultan and Rohm, 2005) 
Mobile word-of-mouth (also called mobile viral marketing) aims at passing on 
advertising messages from customer to customer via mobile communication 
techniques. Experts stated that persons, who got the initial message from a familiar 
sender, participate more frequently in a mobile marketing campaign as initial 
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contacts, because the personal message gains more credibility than those coming 
directly from the self-interest advertiser. 
The summary of the campaign types are given in Table 2.2. 
Table 2.2: Mobile marketing framework (Pousttchi, Dietmar&Wiedermann, 
2006)
 
The objectives of mobile marketing and advertising campaigns require a cooperation 
of different members of a value chain in order to be realized. There are different 
steps in creating a mobile marketing campaign concerning both technical and 
business issues. The value chain of mobile marketing business is explained in the 
next section under the name of mobile marketing ecosystem. 
2.2.3.4 Mobile Marketing Ecosystem 
Mobile Marketing Ecosystem is the strategic network that generates the value chain 
for mobile marketing business. Becker (2005) defines mobile marketing value chain 
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“The Mobile Marketing Ecosystem is driven by a number of technical, regulatory, 
commercial, social and legal components. It is a complex network of different 
industries and companies, and to be successful in leveraging the mobile channel it is 
important for brands, content owners, marketing agencies, and other industry 
participants to be aware of how value is generated through this channel and within 
the system.”  
The Mobile Channel Value Chain is the path by which the actual mobile 
communication and interactivity takes place between the product and services 
sphere and mobile subscribers (consumers), however, consumer demand must first 
be established. The mobile platform should be a component in an overall marketing 
strategy and integrated with other media. Television and print media are the most 
effective mediums for reaching masses and if mobile campaigns are not supported 
with other media mobile marketing and advertising may suffer from diminished 
reach. To create consumer demand, products, services, events, and content programs 
are promoted through various traditional channels. By adding the mobile 
component, traditional media becomes a true interactive medium. Print media, for 
example, is a relatively static medium that is normally only passively viewed by the 
consumer, with limited access to respond promptly to a call to action. With a mobile 
component added, the consumer can execute a call to action anytime, anywhere it is 
viewed.  Once a mobile relationship is established with the consumer through the 
media and retail sphere, brands and content owners can then request permission to 
communicate directly with the consumer further through the mobile channel. 
Figure 2.4 illustrates the new and dynamic Mobile Marketing Ecosystem, a strategic 
network encompassing all industries, marketing disciplines, and economic and 
technical models. It is comprised of 4 interconnecting spheres–Product & Services 
(brands, content owners and marketing agencies), applications (discrete application 
providers and mobile ASPs), connection (aggregators and wireless operators), and 
media and retail (media properties, “brick ‘n’ mortar” and virtual retail stores).  
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Figure 2.4: Mobile Marketing Ecosystem (Becker, 2005) 
In the mobile business sector a value chain of partners should be developed as in 
any business partnership. The relationships between partners in the value chain 
combine complementary skills and capabilities which mean that participating 
companies should be working for mutual objectives. In mobile marketing, the value 
chain can consist of numerous stakeholders. (Sultan and Rohm, 2005) 
Becker (2005) states, it is imperative that companies from the different spheres learn 
to coordinate their efforts and develop strategic relationships with players in the 
other spheres of the Mobile Marketing Ecosystem. Each sphere comes with its own 
unique business models, regulations, technologies, relationships, norms and 
practices. It is vital that companies focus on their core competencies and work 
collaboratively with other players within the strategic network to best service the 
market. If major players attempt to control areas that are outside of their core 
competencies, the most likely result would be an inefficient industry plagued by 
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high cost, slow reaction to market needs, consumer dissatisfaction, and the stunting 
of new technologies and creative ideas.  
2.2.3.5 Consumer Privacy and Control 
Privacy concerns about mobile marketing stems from the fact that wireless 
communications are less secure than transmissions over fixed lines. In addition, the 
capability of communications via mobile devices to connect with people anywhere 
any time could result in intrusions into people’s private and public spaces which 
disrupt consumers’ privacy not just at home or at the office but everywhere they go. 
A mobile marketing application that interferes with the sense of personal privacy is 
the use of viral marketing enlisting consumers to promote a company’s brand to 
their relatives, friends and acquaintances (Sultan and Rohm, 2005). 
 Consumer attitudes about privacy have been researched in various countries and 
many public opinion surveys. Most privacy studies indicate that information privacy 
is a very important concern to many consumers. The results of a study by Culnan 
(1993) show that consumers who believe they do not have control over their 
personal information are more concerned about privacy. In addition, Nowak and 
Phelps (2000) indicate that privacy is an important concern and is affected by the 
type of marketing practice and the specificity of information. Findings from a few 
studies indicate that consumers believe that some personal information is more 
private than others (Milne, 2000). 
Consumer privacy issues associated with database marketing continue to be an 
important public policy topic that receives increased regulatory attention (Milne, 
2000). At the heart of the policy discussion is whether businesses are practicing fair 
information practices and subsequently, whether consumers are given ample 
opportunity to opt out of direct response lists and control the use of their personal 
information. Personal information is collected through methods such as product 
warrantees, 800 numbers, retail scanners, and Web site visits. Marketers continue to 
build extensive databases and use this information to target and profile consumers, 
often trading and renting consumer lists to other organizations. For consumers to 
control their information and decide to remove their names from lists, they need to 
be aware that the information is being collected and have knowledge of methods 
available to restrict its use (i.e. through opt-out mechanisms). Opt-out mechanism is 
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the name for methods of restricting the use of personal information and preventing 
the delivery of unsolicited messages. The Direct Marketing Association (DMA) 
recommends an opt-out format by checking a box on a form provided by the 
marketer or by calling or writing to marketer). (Milne and Rohm, 2000) Opt-in 
mechanisms are the methods of getting permission for sending mobile advertising 
messages. Other commentators, such as Godin (1998), suggest that opt-in 
mechanisms are more effective because consumers must give permission before the 
marketer can use their personal information.  
Recent issues about consumer privacy control have brought permission-based 
marketing into the agenda of marketers. The idea of permission marketing is to 
cultivate a relationship with customers who have given a marketer the go-ahead to 
send them information about a product, service, special offer or sale. Such an 
approach becomes potentially more effective through the use of information 
technology as it decreases the volume but increases success by reaching the targeted 
audience. 
Permission also decreases perceived intrusiveness of a message. If consumers give 
their permission, they are less likely to construe marketing as intrusive, as it will be 
anticipated. Factors that influence consumer attitudes to permission marketing 
include message relevance and monetary benefits. (Rettie, 2005)  
2.2.3.6 Viral Marketing Effect of Mobile Marketing 
Viral marketing refers to marketing techniques that seek to exploit pre-existing 
social networks to produce exponential increases in brand awareness, through 
processes similar to the spread of epidemic (Datta, 2005). On the Internet, viral 
marketing is a marketing technique that induces web sites or users to pass on a 
marketing message to other sites or users, creating potentially exponential growth in 
the message’s visibility and effect (Cleland, 2000). In a viral campaign, one person 
infects several people with an offer, who then spread it to several of their friends, 
until the entire virtual neighborhood have been exposed. The same effect is 
observed in mobile networks when users forward SMS or e-mails they receive to 
their friends and family.  
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The mobile phone lends itself to enlarging a campaign’s reach through viral effects. 
A viral effect develops if recipients of advertising messages forward these to further 
recipients who do not belong to the initial target group of the campaign. The 
advertising message received from a familiar sender can also be expected to have a 
greater effect on the receiver than a message directly from the advertiser. It has been 
proven that messages from neutral senders are perceived as more trustworthy than 
those coming from a self-interested sender.(Sultan and Rohm,2005) Through viral 
effects it is thus not only possible to enlarge the reach of mobile marketing 
campaigns, but also to enlarge their effectiveness. 
2.2.3.7 Limitations of Mobile Marketing 
The ability of mobile marketing to trigger consumer purchases remains in an 
improving and experimental stage. Many organizations capture information about 
customers in various functional areas, including sales, marketing and customer 
service, but they lack a sophisticated system for integrating those multiple 
databases. Consequently, they have trouble personalizing their interactions with 
customers and therefore have a limited ability to take full advantage of the mobile 
platform. A potential danger is that a company could irritate customers by 
bombarding them with different messages from separate areas of the organization. 
Of course, integrating disparate databases would require substantial funding, and 
firms would need to decide whether the mobile platform should be positioned 
primarily as a mechanism for branding and data collection (a back-end system) or 
for conducting transactions (a front-end system) (Sultan and Rohm,2005). In 
addition, companies also have to determine whether they require a back-end 
infrastructure, for mobile fulfillment such as a dedicated warehouse. 
2.2.4 Mobile Advertising 
Kotler and Armstrong (2004) define advertising as “any paid form of nonpersonal 
presentation and promotion of ideas, goods or services by an identified sponsor”. 
(Kotler, 2004) Mobile advertising is also a very important class of m-commerce 
applications. Using demographic information collected by wireless service providers 
and information on the current location of mobile users, much targeted advertising 
can be done. (Varshney and Vetter, 2002) the advertising message can be 
personalized based on information provided by consulting the user at an earlier stage 
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or by the history of users’ purchasing habits. Mobile advertising must be carried out 
with a basic intention of offering something of value to the consumers. In this sense, 
advertisers create tailor-made campaigns targeting users according to where they 
are, their needs of the moment and the device they are using by using mobile 
advertising to complement Internet and interactive television advertising. (Yuan and 
Tsao, 2003) 
Advertisements sent to a user can also be location-sensitive and can inform a user 
about various on-going specials (shops, malls, and restaurants) in surrounding areas. 
This type of advertising can be performed using Short Message Service (SMS) or by 
using short paging messages to mobile users. The message can be sent to all users 
located in a certain area (the geographic region can be identified by advertisers or 
even by users in advance), a user-specific message can be sent independent of the 
user’s current location (Varshney&Vetter, 2002). The scenario is given in figure2.5. 
 
Figure 2.5: A possible scenario for mobile advertising and shopping                       
(Varshney and Vetter, 2002) 
Wireless Internet offers an effective channel for strengthening customer 
relationships by means of direct marketing and promotional activities (Frolick and 
Chen, 2004). In particular, mobile e-mail has been considered an effective tool to 
“enhance brand awareness, build or test customer loyalty, and develop or enhance 
demographic databases” (Okazaki, 2005) (Mylonopoulos, 2003) 
An earlier pilot study conducted by Quios (2002) found that in mobile advertising 
the level of recognition was surprisingly high: 79 per cent of participants recalled 60 
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per cent of mobile advertising. In addition, firms using mobile e-mail campaigns can 
attract consumer attention and produce consumer responses to a much greater 
degree than other direct marketing channels, because such firms can engage in “one-
to-one dialogue” with customers (Kavassalis, 2003). An experimental survey by 
Ericsson indicates that 60 per cent of samples liked receiving mobile advertising 
(Okazaki, 2005). Similarly, a survey using popular brands’ trial mobile advertising 
found that as many as 84 per cent of 500 young British adults are likely to 
recommend the service to their friends, while only 7 per cent are likely to abandon 
the service (Barwise and Strong, 2002). On the other hand, complementing mobile 
advertising with other channels, such as the Internet, television, print media, and 
personal contact, allows marketers to maximize campaign effectiveness (Kavassalis, 
2003). 
2.2.4.1 Short Message Service-SMS Advertising 
Since SMS is the most frequently used mobile service by consumers, SMS is 
prefered by marketers as an advertising and marketing channel. It is meaningful to 
go through the research about SMS advertising as it is a outstanding method of 
mobile advertising. In the first decade of the 21st century, advertisers' use of short-
message-service (SMS) text advertising is growing at an exponential rate. Used 
either in integrated marketing campaigns along with traditional media such a TV, 
radio, and newsprint or as a standalone medium, today SMS offers a unique 
capability for two-way communication with consumers. Unlike traditional 
telemarketing and direct mail campaigns, SMS advertising does include a viral 
element. SMS recipients can forward messages to family, friends, and colleagues. 
Although SMS suffers a limitation from the 160 character text-only format, 
innovations such as the ability to send barcodes improve opportunities for coupons, 
point-of-sale redemption, and ticket purchases. Further, with the introduction of new 
technology mobile phones, SMS (MMS) ultimately will incorporate pictures and/or 
video clips. The possibilities for direct marketing communications under these 
circumstances are substantial. (Trappey and Woodside, 2005) 
Prior research indicates that SMS advertising is most appropriate for low-price 
items. Barwise and Strong (2002) report a trial of incentive-based text message 
advertising in the United Kingdom. Respondents, who were paid a £5 fee on 
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recruitment, and £0.05p per message, received over 100 messages during the 6 week 
trial period. Almost all respondents were satisfied or very satisfied with reading and 
interpreting the messages. Most (81 percent) reported reading all messages, 63 
percent responded or took action, and 17 percent forwarded at least one message.  
Other studies report that though consumers regard SMS advertising as intrusive they 
are willing to accept the messages as long as they are relevant to them and add some 
tangible benefit (e.g., coupons, special offers, and the like). Thus, perceptions of 
intrusiveness likely depend upon the utility of the interruption and whether or not 
consumers expect to receive such marketing-related messages.  
Consequently, the perception of whether the SMS advertising is intrusive or not 
relates to receiving permission from consumers for sending them such messages. If 
recipients of SMS advertising give permission to receive the advertising, if the 
advertising is considered to be relevant, and if some sort of benefit (monetary or 
other) occurs with receiving the advertising, perceptions of intrusiveness diminish 
(Godin, 1999; Li, Edwards, and Lee, 2002; MacKenzie and Lutz, 1989).  
A survey (Barwise and Strong, 2002) in London identified six types of SMS 
advertisement: 
Brand building: examples include an esoteric campaign for Tango (soda) with 
executions such as “Feed the Tango inside” and “The Tango inside is wise. Feed 
him.” Another example for Carlsberg is the campaign which was sent to 18+ males 
at 10:30 p.m. on a Friday night: “Pulled? If Carlsberg ran a nightclub you’d have 
pulled by now. Probably...” 
Special offers: these were to create awareness of existing special offers. A typical 
example was from Sega: “A Dreamcast with 4 selected games for just 109.99 
pounds at Electronics Boutique or Game. Details in store. Call 08456 090 090 for 
your nearest store.” 
Timely teasers: these were used by media organizations to encourage purchase or 
viewing, for example, the following execution by The Evening Standard (London’s 
main local newspaper): “Tube strike starts 8pm... Anger as Major says ‘walk’...see 
tonight’s Evening Standard for ‘walking times’ map of key routes in London.” 
Requests: examples included Interflora: “Have you remembered mother’s day this 
Sunday? It’s not too late to say it with flowers, just call Interflora on 0870 904 
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7474.” And another example is Cadbury’s “Cadbury Gifts Direct- THE guide to 
gifts for chocolate lovers. For your copy sent direct your door just text back 
Cadbury now!” 
Competitions: Wella was an example for this type: “Free Wella shockwaves. 1st 50 
win! Text back Wella now”. And Lucozade Sport was another example “Win a 
signed Premier League shirt from Lucozade Sport. Text back your team’s name 2 
enter draw. Lucozade Sport. Have you got it in you?” 
Polls/Voting: Lottery company Camelot’s advert is included in this type: “Would 
you like to play the National Lottery using your mobile? For further details text back 
YES. U 16s cannot play” and another example is Blockbusters: “The blockbuster 
Oscar vote Marilyn Monroe or Cameron Diaz. Text us your fave female movie star, 
past or present. Let U know poll winners on Mar 18th!”. 
2.2.4.2 Push or Pull Type Advertising 
As with wired Internet advertising, wireless advertising can be classified into two 
delivery categories: push-type ads and pull-type ads. Push-type ads are messages 
that are proactively sent out to wireless users and devices, as alerts, short message 
services (SMS), or even voice calls. In contrast, pull-type ads are messages served to 
users while they are navigating mobile portal sites or properties on WAP or i-mode. 
Pull-type ads are seen when a user requests specific information from a provider: an 
advertiser’s message is displayed to the viewer in the same way as banner ads on the 
fixed Internet. However, users are generally conscious that viewing the advertiser’s 
message is costing them airtime, and their spontaneous reaction is therefore key to 
judging whether it is worthwhile to access further information.(Okazaki, 2007) 
On the other hand Rettie, Grandcolas and Deakins report in their study that SMS 
advertising is more effective when it is applied in a pull-type advertising manner. As 
it is mentioned in their work, SMS advertising pioneers initially used it as a form of 
passive advertising and were surprised by consumer responses. Advertising varies 
from simple branded slogans at the end of sponsored subsidized messages (e.g. 
alerts when football goals are scored), to special offers and promotions. Research 
suggests that there is a branding effect but like other direct marketing SMS 
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advertising is thought to be most effective when it invites a response and includes an 
incentive. (Rettie, Grandcolas and Deakins, 2005) 
As more wireless bandwidth becomes available, content rich advertising involving 
audio, pictures and video clips can be produced for individual users with specific 
needs, interests and inclinations. Also depending on interests and the personality 
type of individual mobile users, a network provider may consider using a “pull” or 
“push” method of mobile advertising based on a per-user basis or a class of 
users.(Varshney and Vetter, 2002) 
2.2.4.3 Measuring Success and Effectiveness of Mobile Marketing Campaigns 
The success of the marketing and advertising campaign is important for marketers to 
evaluate their investment in the campaign. There are some practical ways of 
measurin g this success especially for mobile web advertising. With the increasing 
number of mobile phone subscribers, usage of mobile Internet services has increased 
in recent years. The mobile Internet refers to mobile commerce activities, including 
mobile telecommunication, mobile content, entertainment service and e-commerce 
relying on a mobile platform. Recent statistics indicate that the global mobile 
Internet market is expected to reach US$ 71 billion by 2007 (Ducoffe, 1995). 
Among mobile telecommunications, the messaging service markets which include 
short message service. (Hsu and Lu, 2006) According to latest statistics 
approximately 10 percent of consumers use the mobile Web for gaming, messaging, 
and browsing. Demographics skew higher for male users, and overall mobile Web 
users are generally in the 18-44 year old age group (though predominantly within 
the 25-34 age range). In terms of income, mobile Web users have large disposable 
incomes. In Europe, WAP adoption numbers are even higher. (www.clickz.com) 
There are many applications consumers can use via the mobile Web. Due to the 
increasing adoption of the technology and the use of applications, measuring the 
success and effectiveness of a WAP based campaign Measuring a mobile Web 
campaign's effectiveness is done in a similar way to measuring an Internet 
campaign's success. Key terms related to these measures are listed below: 
Impression: Successful viewing of an ad. For example, when a subscriber browses 
a data product (WAP, video, downloadable, or even MMS), ads appear within the 
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content. Ads are sent to the user's screen by an ad server that reacts to "calls" from 
the mobile content provider. An ad impression is recorded each time an ad is called 
and subsequently displayed on the user's screen. 
Click rate: User interaction (highlights and clicks) with the ad (banner, text link, 
interstitial). Brands can then measure the participation in a campaign through 
consumer action, whether it's a clickable banner, click to call, or something else. 
CTR (Click-through rate): The ratio of the number of times a user clicks on an 
online advertisement per number of viewers who view the Web site that has the 
advertisement on it.  
For example, if one out of 100 people who visit a specific Web site click on an 
advertisement and are taken to the advertiser's site, then the CTR of that 
advertisement is 1/100, or 1%. (http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/C/CTR.html) 
It is defined as a click on an ad that takes the consumer to a jump page for more 
information or to take advantage of an offer. A jump page enables consumers to get 
more information on the product/service being marketed and creates an opportunity 
for the consumer to interact with the brand.  
CPM (Cost per thousand): Abbreviated as CPM (the letter "M" in the abbreviation 
is the Roman numeral for one thousand). CPM is used by Internet marketers to price 
ad banners. Sites that sell advertising will guarantee an advertiser a certain number 
of impressions (number of times an ad banner is downloaded and presumably seen 
by visitors.), then set a rate based on that guarantee times the CPM rate. A Web site 
that has a CPM rate of $25 and guarantees advertisers 600,000 impressions will 
charge $15,000 ($25 x 600) for those advertisers' ad banner.  
(http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/C/cost_per_thousand.html) 
It is basically a measure used by Internet marketers to price ad banners. Sites that 
sell advertising will guarantee an advertiser a certain number of impressions 
(number of times an ad banner is downloaded and presumably seen by visitors), then 
set a rate based on that guarantee times the CPM rate.  
Redemption: The number or percentage of consumers who actually take advantage 
of a particular offer. Most often, redemption is tied to mobile couponing 
applications. 
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What brands can expect in terms of success rates from a mobile Web campaign is, 
3.25 percent average campaign click rates, with average WAP CPM around $45. 
This seems to be higher than the Internet, where average CPMs are about $5 and 
click rates are less than 2 percent. (www.clickz.com) 
Why should brands consider mobile Web advertising in their overall strategies? 
First, mobile allows a brand to establish the one-to-one dialogue with its consumers. 
Due to the nature of the personal device, brands have always-on, always-available 
interaction with consumers which ends up in an increased level of customer loyalty. 
As users are familiar with the Internet, extending to mobile internet is easy for the 
brand. 
The measures for SMS marketing campaigns are the response rates via SMS and the 
number of codes sent back. When the SMS campaign includes a sales promotion 
then increase in sales is also taken as an effectiveness measure. 
2.2.4.4 Relation of Advertising Value with Advertising Effectiveness 
In addition to effectiveness of mobile advertising in terms of revenue, advertising 
value is a perceptual measure to evaluate the intangible effectiveness of the 
advertising campaign from the consumer’s point of view. Advertising value is a 
measure for advertising effectiveness. It is defined as “a subjective evaluation of the 
relative worth or utility of advertising to consumers” (Ducoffe, 1995) cited by (p.3) 
(Haghirian, 2005). Value potentially derives from the expectations about an offering 
itself, from experiences accompanying the exchange, and from the residual of 
having engaged in behaviors necessary to achieve the exchange. Hence, value can 
reflect the worth of the element itself as well as the experience associated with the 
transaction. (Houston, 1987). 
The approach suggested by Ducoffe (1995) for understanding advertising 
effectiveness is rooted in the view that advertising messages are potential 
communications exchanges between advertisers and consumers. Exchange is central 
to marketing, the theoretical hub around which marketing theories connect to form 
an integrated structure. To the advertisers, whose aim is to sell or to affect attitudes 
to induce a sale, the value of any advertisement is judged against these criteria.  
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From a consumer point of view, however, a satisfactory exchange is proposed as 
one in which the value of advertising itself is considered to meet or exceed their 
expectations. Advertising value is thus understood as an overall representation of the 
worth of advertising to consumers. (Ducoffe, 1996) On the firm level, it is a 
potentially important measure of the market orientedness of its advertising. On a 
broader level, it can serve as an indicator of the overall performance of the industry 
or an industry category from a consumer point of view. 
To understand what makes advertising valuable Ducoffe (1995) identified the 
primary benefits and costs consumers derive from advertising and empirically tested 
these hypothesized relationships. The three factors; informativeness, entertainment 
and irritation; were the starting point for explaining how the consumers assess the 
value of advertising. The results of this research support the conclusion that these 
perceptions impacts assessments of the value of advertising in general as well as the 
value of individual advertisements.  
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3. THE ANTECEDENTS OF ADVERTISING VALUE OF MOBILE 
ADVERTISING AND MARKETING 
The model that is proposed in this study is designed to explain the relation between 
the constructs that influence advertising value of mobile marketing and consumer 
attitudes. The literature review reveals that advertising value of traditional media 
and web influence attitude formation towards advertising in that medium. Therefore, 
this study intends to test the perceptual antecedents of advertising value of mobile 
advertising and explore the effect of advertising value on attitude and consumer 
attitudes towards mobile advertising.  
3.1 Advertising Value of Mobile Advertising and Attitude towards 
Advertising 
The first model on advertising value is created by Ducoffe for traditional advertising 
media and it is extended by adding variables and applying the model to other media 
by other academicians. The studies of Ducoffe on advertising value form the base 
for several other studies on advertising value and attitude toward advertising. The 
Ducoffe model (1995) focuses on the value of advertising to consumers that is an 
approach developed for assessing advertising effectiveness in the traditional media. 
Ducoffe identified the primary benefits and costs consumers derive from advertising 
to understand what makes advertising valuable and empirically tested these 
hypothesized relationships. The basic three perceptual antecedents of advertising 
value are identified as informativeness, entertainment and irritation. The study 
shows that these three constructs have a direct and significant effect on advertising 
value.  
Another study by Ducoffe (1996) focuses on advertising value of web advertising 
and its relation with attitude towards web advertising. The three antecedents are 
found to have direct and significant effect on advertising value. In addition, this 
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study demonstrates that advertising value is a distinct and important antecedent of 
consumer attitudes towards web advertising. 
Ducoffe (1996) conducted a study on advertising on the Web that focused on its 
value to consumers, an approach developed for assessing advertising in the 
traditional media by Ducoffe(1995). The model of the study is given in figure 3.1. 
This study assumes that web offers consumers a number of benefits that may 
enhance the value of its advertising. Several reasons suggest that advertising in the 
traditional media often possesses rather little value to consumers (Ducoffe, 1996):  
1. The tremendous number of advertisements that individuals are exposed to on a 
daily basis makes it impossible to give significant attention to most of them, and this 
number is projected to continue its rapid growth into the future. Even if individual 
advertisements are truly useful, people have neither the time nor the mental 
resources to dedicate sufficient attention to glean something of value from most of 
them.  
2. The vast majority of advertising exposures reach individuals when they are not 
shopping for the product or service being advertised so most messages are simply 
not relevant to consumer concerns at the time of exposure. Copy-test services, for 
example, have found that up to 80 percent of an ad's score on recall and/or 
persuasion measures is a function of background variables such as whether or not 
people are interested in the product category. 
3. Much advertising is for low-risk, essentially parity-type, packaged goods that 
consumers are familiar with and that do not require a great deal of thought in 
advance of purchase. For such products, advertising strategy still commonly focuses 
on maximizing message weight against consumer targets, an indication that message 
quantity rather than quality is the crucial consideration. Recent research, however, 
uncovered no evidence that message weight itself, in the absence of certain 
contingent factors, has a significant impact on consumer responses. 
4. The nature of most advertising is probably not considered by consumers to be 
worth their attention. Surveys taken in the United States over an extended period 
indicate that public attitudes toward advertising continue to be negative. This 
criticism tends to be directed not at the institution of advertising itself but rather at 
the tactics advertisers employ. The results of the study (Ducoffe, 1996) support the 
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hypothesized influences that informativeness, entertainment, and irritation have on 
how respondents assess the value of Web advertising.  
Another important objective of the study was to examine the relationship between 
advertising value and attitude toward Web advertising. The two constructs are found 
to be strongly associated that is people rating web advertising high in value also tend 
to hold favorable general attitudes. Respondents’ assessments of value have a 
significant impact on their overall attitudes.  
 
Figure 3.1: Model of Advertising Value and Attitudes towards Web Advertising    
(Ducoffe, 1996) 
Media context is thought to have an important influence on the value of advertising 
(Ducoffe, 1995). Previous studies show, for example, that consumers think 
newspapers carry and believable advertising whereas television and radio rate lower 
on these attributes. Television advertising, on the other hand, is reportedly the most 
entertaining. Within a medium, individuals who select a particular media vehicle 
may regard advertising that fits closely with the editorial environment to be of 
greater value because it addresses their particular interests (Ducoffe, 1995).  
Advertising on the Web has been labeled electronic advertising and refers to 
advertising that is delivered to users of electronic information services, the 
definition employed by Hawkins (1994). In their study of leading advertising 
executive, Ducoffe(1996) report that continuing developments in the area of new 
media technology are thought to represent the most important influence on the 
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future of the advertising industry over the next 10 to 15 years. Executives expect 
new media technology to lead to vast increases in the supply of media content and a 
transformation in the relationship among various media and consumers. As 
networks proliferate, audiences will increasingly segment themselves into smaller 
groups offering advertisers greater ability to target interested prospects. Consumers 
will more actively choose from a greater range of programming, and they will have 
better technology with which to both select as well as screen out programming and 
advertising they do not want. (Ducoffe, 1996) 
 
Figure 3.2: Model of Advertising Value and Attitudes towards Web Advertising   
(Brackett, 2001) 
Brackett (2001) offers a new pragmatic model of Attitude toward advertising that 
enhances the explanatory power of the Ducoffe (1996) model by adding to the 
antecedent variables. The Ducoffe model is extended by adding two antecedent 
variables which are credibility and relevant demographic variables. As a result of 
the findings of the study, credibility and relevant demographic variables add greater 
power to Ducoffe’s model. Although relevant demographic variables do not directly 
impact advertising value, they directly influence the attitude toward web advertising.  
According to a study conducted by Haghirian, Madlberger and Tanuskova (2005) 
advertising value of mobile marketing is influenced by three main factors; message 
content, message exposure and consumer characteristics. In this study, Haghirian 
(2005) applied Ducoffe model (1995) for mobile marketing by expanding the model 
with variables like frequency of exposure, attitude toward privacy and age of 
consumer which is given in figure3.3. Haghirian’s study revealed the direct and 
significant effect of these variables except age of consumer on advertising value of 
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mobile marketing. They have emphasized that the success of mobile advertising 
activities strongly depend on message characteristics which they defined under 
message content with entertainment, informativeness, irritation and credibility. The 
study also suggests that frequency of exposure is negatively associated with 
perceived advertising value. A high frequency of exposure seems to decrease the 
value of advertising.  
 
Figure3.3: Advertising value model for mobile advertising (Haghirian, 2005) 
Third factor is consumer characteristics according to this study. In this sense, 
consumer attitude towards privacy and age of consumer are taken as variables. The 
study revealed that attitude towards privacy is strongly associated with perceived 
advertising value of mobile advertising whereas age of consumer does not influence 
the advertising recipients’ perception of m-advertising significantly. They suggest 
that consumers who consider privacy as very valuable are less likely to attribute a 
high value to mobile advertising. Their data supported this hypothesis. They also 
have included age of consumer as a major factor; however, it is not strongly 
associated with advertising value of mobile advertising. 
Tsang (2004) has an empirical study on consumer attitudes toward mobile 
advertising that is given in figure3.4. This study illustrates the factors affecting 
consumer attitudes toward SMS-based advertisements and the relationships among 
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attitudes, intention to view mobile ads and users’ actual behavior. Permission is 
considered to be a major factor that may affect attitudes. Besides, incentives (like 
free connection time) are considered to have an impact on consumer intentions to 
receive mobile advertising under a given attitude. Intention then affects their actual 
advertisement receiving behavior. 
 
Figure 3.4: Consumer attitudes toward mobile advertising (Tsang, 2004) 
The empirical data of this study show that the respondents held negative attitudes 
about receiving mobile ads. This may be because they found mobile advertising 
irritating due to the personal, intimate nature of mobile phones. On the other hand, 
their attitudes were favorable if advertisements were sent with permission. Also 
entertainment is found to be the most significant of the factors affecting 
respondents’ attitudes, followed by credibility and irritation. Attitude is positively 
related to the intention to receive mobile ads. Intention is affected by the incentive 
that is associated with the ad; the respondents were more willing to accept incentive-
based mobile advertising. In this model, it is found that intention significantly 
affects how and when the respondents read the message. 
Advertising value of mobile marketing from the consumers’ point of view can be 
increased if the consumers believe that advertising provides them certain utility. 
Many authors claim that consumers will only accept mobile marketing if they 
perceive a benefit in receiving advertising messages on their mobile phone 
(Kavassalis, 2003). The information economical model of communication provides 
a theoretical basis for this claim. The model assumes the consumer as an active 
organism, who consciously decides on which advertising stimuli he or she 
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perceives. During this decision process the consumer not only has to trade off the 
perception of advertising against other activities, but also has to select from different 
advertising sources. Time is the central restriction of this allocation problem (Barnes 
and Bauer, 2005). According to (Kaas, 1990) research a consumer perceives the 
advertising stimuli if its marginal utility exceeds the marginal utility that results 
from using an additional time unit to engage in an alternative activity. This implies 
that a consumer’s attitude toward mobile marketing will be more positive the higher 
he perceives the utility of this marketing service. 
For that reason, the mobile marketing message should be designed in a way that will 
enable the acceptance of the consumers. The acceptance of a mobile marketing 
message is likely to be influenced by the consumers’ acceptance of the mobile 
medium, the relevance of the content and the context of the marketing message. The 
model of Scahrl is given in figure 3.5. Messages that are short and concise, funny, 
interactive, entertaining, and relevant to the target group usually achieve higher 
levels of success. (Scharl, 2005) The model of success factors of mobile marketing 
(Scharl, 2005) reveals that the two categories of success factors, message and media 
characteristics, influence three dependent success measures which are consumer 
attention, consumer intention and consumer behavior. 
 
Figure 3.5: Model of Successful SMS Advertising (Scharl, 2005) 
Another recent study by Okazaki (2007) has proposed a model that integrates 
various factors influencing attitude towards wireless advertisements and intention to 
access them. Okazaki tried to identify the relationships among the constructs 
through structural equation modeling. A behavioral model of consumer acceptance 
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of wireless advertising is suggested in this study which can be seen in the figure 
below. 
In developing a theory of wireless advertising acceptance this study proposes two 
principal dimensions as antecedents of attitude towards wireless ads: media 
appraisals and media uses and gratifications. Media appraisals consist of social 
information needs, consumer innovativeness and advertising awareness. Media uses 
and gratifications include perceived entertainment, informativeness and irritation. 
One additional variable is included which is perceived credibility. A direct 
relationship between media uses and gratifications and attitude towards wireless ads, 
is suggested which also affects intention to access. 
 
Figure 3.6: Baseline model for wireless advertising acceptance (Okazaki, 2007) 
Through literature review, the models that are related to the advertising value and 
consumer attitudes towards mobile advertising are examined. The important and 
necessary variables for this research will be explained in the following sections. 
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3.2 Characteristics of Message Content 
Across the six types of mobile advertising categories (Barwise and Strong, 2002)  
the authors found that good text advertisements were short and to the point, funny 
and entertaining, relevant to the target group, eye catching, and informative about 
prizes and promotions. (Scharl, 2005) Text messages should contain an attractive 
idea, convey this idea concisely, employ language understood by the target group, 
and utilize the available 160 characters effectively (Barwise and Strong, 2002). 
Messages should also disclose on how to stop receiving further messages. When 
addressing young people, messages should be entertaining and show familiarity with 
the abbreviations and spitfire conversational style typical of SMS and instant 
Internet messaging. In literature review it is found out that perceived entertainment, 
perceived irritation and perceived informativeness of the message content by the 
consumer is of great importance for the advertising value of mobile advertising. 
3.2.1 Perceived Entertainment 
A high degree of pleasure and involvement during interaction with computer-based 
media leads to concurrent subjective perceptions of positive affect and mood of the 
consumer (Hoffman and Novak, 1996). People’s feeling of enjoyment associated 
with advertisements play the greatest role in accounting for their overall attitudes 
towards them (Shavitt, Lowrey and Haefner, 1998). Entertainment denotes its full 
ability to fulfill consumers’ needs for “escapism, diversion, aesthetic enjoyment or 
emotional release” (McQuail, 1983). 
Katz identified in his research (1973) that “Needs related to strengthening aesthetic, 
pleasurable and emotional experience” are important for consumers because they 
consciously select and use certain media and contents to gratify specific needs. In 
this respect, need for entertainment explains why consumers form positive attitudes 
towards mobile advertising when the entertainment element is used. 
Half of the experts noted that most people have a natural playfulness and therefore 
providing games and prizes via text messaging yields high participation and helps 
attract and keep customers. These features can be used to involve customers more 
deeply and make them more familiar with the advertised service or product. 
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Research suggests that entertainment applications enhance customer loyalty among 
the ‘‘generation @’’ – young Internet users between 12 and 16 years old. (Scharl, 
2005) 
As most people, especially adolescent, have a natural playfulness, providing 
entertaining elements yields high participation to mobile marketing campaigns. 
However, perceived added value through entertainment depends on the social and 
situational conditions and the personage of customers. Though, it may be difficult to 
address older target groups with entertainment. (Pousttchi and Wiedermann, 2006) 
It is essential that the message is concise and funny, and thus immediately captures 
consumers’ attention. Ducoffe showed that entertainment of the advertising 
information is significantly related to advertising value of traditional advertising. 
3.2.2 Perceived Irritation 
The concept of intrusiveness has been suggested to influence the consumer’s 
perceptions of marketing communication. Intrusiveness may be useful to describe 
how negative feelings arise from advertisements (Li, 2002). It is related to feelings 
of irritation, leading to avoidance behavior. The intrusiveness scale is based on 
measuring whether an ad is distracting, disturbing, forced, interfering, intrusive, 
invasive or obtrusive. “When advertising employs techniques that annoy, offend, 
insult or are overly manipulative, consumers are likely to perceive it as unwanted 
and irritating influence.” (Ducoffe, 1995) Li and Hairong (2002) speculate that 
intrusiveness may be related to the utility and expectedness of the interruption; this 
suggests that incentives, targeting and permission may mitigate intrusiveness. 
The personal nature of direct marketing communication may even step over the line 
of discretion and invade consumers’ privacy. Many individuals view their cell 
phones as sacred and inviolable extensions of their selves. As such, they could 
easily perceive an unsolicited message as far more intrusive on their cell phone as 
on their computer or home phone. This could become a crucial issue as the mobile 
platform becomes more pervasive and consumers begin to forget that they are 
connected. In such cases, they could feel particularly violated when receiving 
unwanted calls or messages. 
Accordingly, federal regulations in the United States have prohibited the sending of 
unsolicited commercial messages on mobile devices. But privacy laws vary across 
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global markets. It is also important to understand that attitudes may differ among 
consumer groups within the same region as well as across global markets. 
Companies need to take into account such differences as they develop their mobile-
marketing strategies. To assuage consumers’ fears, one solution is to implement 
“opt in” programs, in which individuals relinquish a portion of their privacy in 
exchange for discounts or other special offers. (Sultan and Rohm, 2005) 
3.2.3 Perceived Informativeness 
The quality of the information placed on a company’s web site has a direct influence 
on the customers’ perceptions of the company and the company’s products. 
Accordingly, the information delivered to them via mobile devices also needs to 
show qualitative features like accuracy, timeliness, and usefulness for the consumer. 
(Barnes and Bauer, 2005) Thus, the customization of messages has become essential 
in order to increase the perceived value of mobile advertising. Mobile advertising 
messages need to be personalized and tailored to the receiver’s profile and needs. 
Message tailoring can be done in the level of relevance or emotional connectivity. 
Relevance is the capability of sending the appropriate message at the appropriate 
time and appropriate place. Emotional connectivity refers to how frequent these 
messages are received as sending them too frequently may also be seen as invasive 
even when there is a positive permission situation [26]. Therefore, informativeness 
of mobile advertising message is higher when the consumer receives personalized 
messages tailored to his interests and profile at a certain level of emotional 
connectivity.  
3.2.4 Perceived Credibility 
Advertising credibility turned out to be significantly relevant to advertising value of 
web advertising (Ducoffe, 1996). McKenzie and Lutz (McKenzie and Lutz, 1989) 
define advertising credibility as “consumers’ perception of the truthfulness and 
believability of advertising in general” (p. 51) (McKenzie and Lutz, 1989), whereas 
Pavlou and Stewart refer to it as “predictability and fulfillment of implicit and 
explicit requirements of an agreement” (online document) (Pavlou and Stewart, 
2000). Credibility of an advertisement is influenced by different factors, especially 
by the company’s credibility and the bearer of the message [20, 21]. But it is also 
influenced by the advertising medium. For example, Marshall and WoonBong 
(Barnes, 2003) found out that a message on the Internet achieves less credibility 
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than a printed message unless the message is communicated by a strong brand. 
There is no empirical evidence on the overall credibility of messages transferred to 
mobile devices and their influencing factors. Considering the findings cited above 
we conclude that the credibility of a mobile advertising message has a positive 
influence on the attitude towards mobile advertising and intention of the consumers 
to respond. 
3.3 Permission-based and Personalized Mobile Advertising 
3.3.1 Permission 
The idea of permission marketing is to cultivate a relationship with customers who 
have given a marketer the go-ahead to send them information about a product, 
service, special offer or sale. Such an approach becomes potentially more effective 
through the use of information technology as it decreases the volume but increases 
success by reaching the targeted audience. 
Permission marketing has three characteristics that set it apart from traditional direct 
marketing. (1) Customers who permit their names to be included on direct mail lists 
can anticipate receiving commercial messages; (2) sending company can personalize 
those messages; and (3) the messages will be more relevant to the customers’ needs. 
Godin (1999) states that permission marketing involves a long term process which 
requires an investment of time, information and resources by both parties. The result 
is an active, participatory and interactive relationship between both sides of the sales 
equation. 
A key part of cultivating a relationship with one’s customers is to obtain from them 
increasingly greater levels of permission for receiving commercial messages of 
either kind. In turn, customers who grant increasing levels of permission are 
signaling increasing trust in the company which potentially translates into profit. 
(Godin, 1999)In this respect Godin (1999, pg.14) summarizes five steps of building 
a permission-based relationship with customers: 
1. Offer the prospect an incentive to volunteer 
2. Using the attention offered by the prospect, offer a curriculum over time, 
teaching the consumer about your product or service 
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3. Reinforce the incentive to guarantee that the prospect maintains the 
permission 
4. Offer additional incentives to get even more permission from the consumer 
5. Over time, leverage the permission to change consumer behavior towards 
profits 
Permission also decreases perceived intrusiveness of a message. If consumers give 
their permission, they are less likely to construe marketing as intrusive, as it will be 
anticipated. Factors that influence consumer attitudes to permission marketing 
include message relevance and monetary benefits. (Rettie, 2005) 
3.3.2 Personalization 
Mobile advertising has gained considerable interest because of its unique 
characteristics such as personalization. As it is mentioned in section 2 under the 
characteristics of mobile marketing, personalization offers new opportunities to 
marketers to apply effective and efficient promotions on mobile mediums. 
Personalized mobile advertising refers to sending advertising messages to mobile 
devices based on customers’ user demographics, user preference, context (location 
and user activities) and content. The important point is the relevance of the message 
to the consumer in order not to annoy the audience (Godin, 1999).  
Personalization can provide marketers the opportunity to reach their potential 
customers in a very individual way which will increase and strengthen the 
relationship with the consumers. Marketers can access the demographic information 
collected by wireless providers (Varshney and Vetter, 2002) and use it for sending 
relevant messages and promotions to the consumer which may increase response 
and enhance the company’s image. Thus advertising can be carried out with a clear 
focus on the target group.  
After getting permission from the consumer the advertising messages should be 
personalized in order to increase the value the consumers attribute to mobile 
advertising. 
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3.4 Frequency of Exposure 
A key challenge in mobile marketing is to interact with individuals in a meaningful 
manner that adds value to the brand-consumer relationship without being intrusive. 
People try to limit their exposure to advertising and promotional content due to 
increasing interrupting factors around them. Mobile advertising is less intrusive 
compared to phone calls, considering that recipients can read text messages at their 
leisure and choose when to respond if they want to. Still organizations must consider 
the best time and message frequency for the target group and topic.  
The number of advertising messages received via mobile devices is an important 
factor influencing the advertising value for the consumer. Ducoffe states that 
informativeness and entertainment of the advertising information should decline 
with repetition, because the information will be learned by the audience and thereby 
lessening its value (Ducoffe, 1995). As the quantity of promotional message rises, 
the attitude of the individual towards the promotional vehicle also worsens and leads 
to tedium from consumers’ point of view (Haghirian, 2005).  
One interviewee, the CEO of a major mobile marketing company in the German-
speaking part of Europe, stressed that ‘‘messages should only be sent between 09.00 
and 19.30 on weekdays. Addressing students, messages should not be sent before 
noon, because at this time students can either not be reached efficiently or might get 
into trouble receiving messages during their classes.’’(Sultan and Rohm, 2005) 
3.5 Attitudinal Consumer Characteristics 
Mobile marketing and advertising is highly depends on gathering profile 
information of the consumers so that relevant and personalized messages can be sent 
to the target consumers. At this point while collecting their profile information from 
the consumers, attitude towards privacy gains a significant role in the perception of 
mobile advertising and marketing. Therefore, it is included in the model of this 
study. The literature review reveals that deal proneness is a significant indicator of 
propensity to buy and thus, respond to promotions 
Also the mobile marketing campaigns in Turkey are mostly designed with the 
objective of sales promotion and it is appropriate to include deal proneness in the 
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model in order to examine its effect on purchase intention of the consumers who 
participate in mobile marketing campaigns. 
3.5.1 Attitude toward privacy 
Customer privacy has always been a critical issue in marketing, but has assumed a 
greater significance in recent years with the rise of Internet-based commercial 
transactions. As several studies observe, the penetration of mobile devices is 
growing throughout much of the developed world (Barwise and Strong, 2002; 
Okazaki, 2005). However, the mere ownership of these devices does not guarantee 
that the consumers will readily accept mobile advertising. Most people have concern 
about the security of the m-commerce concept in terms of privacy. As mobile 
phones have become personal devices and receiving messages from unknown 
organizations would annoy the consumers. 
Privacy issues are therefore very important when using mobile devices in addressing 
the consumers. Some studies show that getting permission to send messages is a 
prerequisite of effective mobile advertising (Tezinde et al., 2002). This is especially 
important given that SPAM/SPIM issues are becoming a serious privacy intrusion, 
and that electronic bulk emails are often rejected or deleted before they reach 
customers (Petty, 2003). This calls for the application of the permission marketing 
approach. Before receiving advertising messages via a mobile device, consumers 
need to empower a marketer to send promotional messages in certain interest 
categories to them. Typically, this is done by asking the consumer to fill out a 
survey indicating his or her interests when registering for a service. After that, the 
marketer can match advertising messages with the interests of the consumer. These 
processes allow a new kind of interactivity, which often leads to marketers 
collecting, compiling, and using information about customers. Mobile advertising 
may therefore be considered the easiest way to tackle privacy. Privacy refers to the 
degree to which personal information is not known by others (Haghirian, 2005). By 
using the mobile medium it is possible for marketers to reach consumers anytime 
and anywhere. This characteristic provides the basis for high-potential, personalized 
mobile marketing on one hand, but also accounts for consumer’s fear of privacy 
violations on the other. (Barnes and Bauer, 2005) 
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Clearly, consumers' privacy concerns are an important issue to be taken into 
account. Besides, perception of risk is another fator to be taken into account as it 
derives from security concerns. Consumer behavior is strongly influenced by 
perception of risk and consumers are usually uncertain about the consequences of a 
decision or an action. Furthermore, it has been revealed that consumers try to 
minimize risk rather than maximize utility. A consumer’s subjective risk perception 
can thus strongly determine his behavior [25]. The risk associated with mobile 
marketing is mainly perceived as one of data security. New media services users 
tend to have concerns about data manipulation, unauthorized data access, and 
unwanted tracking of usage patterns. Although Barwise and Strong (2002) report 
high levels of enthusiasm for SMS advertising, heightened levels of privacy 
concerns raise the issue that consumer willingness to opt in to any SMS advertising 
will be an important criterion for companies to consider in assessing whether to use 
it.  
3.5.2 Deal Proneness 
By some estimates, spending on promotions aimed at consumers now outweighs that 
spent on business to consumer advertising. The reason for the increase in 
promotional offerings is simple: They attract choice share. Improved technology 
(e.g. in-store scanners, the Internet) has allowed promotions to become more 
efficient by allowing for targeted promotions. Targeted promotions permit 
manufacturers and retailers to vary prices across consumer segments via price 
promotions of different values. (Delvecchio, 2005) 
Deal proneness has been defined as “a general proneness to respond to promotions 
because they are in deal form” (Lichtenstein, Netemeyer, & Burton, 1990). 
Important in this definition is that deal proneness is the psychological propensity to 
buy, not the actual purchase of, goods on promotion. Furthermore, deal-prone 
consumers respond to price-based benefits because they are in the form of a deal 
rather than simply offering a lower price. Thus, deal-prone consumers value the 
transaction utility rather than, or in addition to, the acquisition utility associated with 
buying on deal (i.e., buying on deal has psychological benefits irrespective of the 
financial consequences; Lichtenstein, Netemeyer, & Burton, 1990; Ramaswamy & 
Srinivasan, 1998). 
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Marketing managers always have been interested in identifying the deal prone 
household on the basis of available demographic data. If such households can be 
identified precisely, specific marketing strategies designed to appeal to such 
households are likely to be more effective. If certain demographic groups are more 
deal-prone, coupon distribution could be restricted to those areas where households 
with higher deal proneness reside. This approach would reduce couponing costs 
with a less than proportionate reduction in response. Similarly, more accurate 
identification of deal prone households would increase the marketer’s ability to 
match deal prone households and media audience characteristics, and thus increase 
the efficiency of media distribution of coupons and other promotional items. 
(Blattberg, Buesing, Peacock and Sen, 1978) 
Deal proneness is a function of both the consumer’s buying behavior and the 
frequency with which a given brand is sold on a deal basis. DPI (Deal-Proneness 
Index) is a method developed for combining these factors in a statistical measure of 
deal proneness for an individual consumer (Webster, 1965). This index is developed 
through the analysis of three-year period data on purchases of a food item by 366 
families in the consumer panel.  
Wirtz and Chew (2002) identified measures of deal proneness as it is shown in the 
Table3.1: 
Table3.1: Measures of Deal-proneness 
Redeeming coupons and/or taking advantage of promotional deals make me feel 
good. 
When I use coupons and/or take advantage of promotional deals, I feel that I am 
getting a good deal. 
I enjoy using coupons and/or take advantage of promotional deals, regardless of 
the amount I can save from doing so. 
I am more likely to buy brands or patronize service firms that have promotional 
deals. 
Coupons and promotional deals have caused me to buy products and /or services I 
normally would not buy. 
Beyond the money I save, redeeming coupons and taking advantage of 
promotional deals give me a sense of joy. 
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Another research by Wirtz (2002) shows that deal proneness has an influence on 
word of mouth behavior. The study results indicate that high deal prone consumers 
are more likely to generate WOM than low deal prone consumers, independent of 
whether an incentive is offered or not. The reason for this is explained based on the 
findings of the study by Webster (1965) that high deal prone consumers tend to buy 
more brands, and they switch brands more frequently so they may be more likely to 
exchange information on the latest products and deals. 
The literature review reveals that deal proneness is a significant indicator of 
propensity to buy and thus, respond to promotions. The marketers try to determine 
the deal prone consumer segments in order to target those groups with their 
promotions and increase the efficiency of the campaigns. As a result of the 
interviews with Turkcell (GSM service provider and Aeredeon (Mobile Marketing 
Agency) it is agreed that the mobile marketing campaigns in Turkey are mostly for 
sales promotion objective and it is appropriate to include deal proneness in the 
model of the present study in order to examine its effect on purchase intention of the 
consumers who participate in mobile marketing campaigns. Also the response of 
high deal-prone and low deal-prone consumers to mobile advertising and marketing 
can be examined to see if there is any significant difference between the two groups. 
3.6 Consumer Demographic Variables 
Individual user demographics have been found to influence user attitude towards 
mobile services (Okazaki, 2007). According to previous research it is found out that 
demographic variables are also influencing factors on perceived advertising value 
and attitude toward advertising. Advertising value and the two demographic 
variables; gender and major; are found to be significantly related (Brackett, 2001).  
Age: Young consumers quickly adopted mobile devices to socialize, play online 
games and download content including music, ring tones and wallpaper 
backgrounds (Sultan&Rohm, 2005). According to Dickinger (2004) young people 
are heavy users of SMS services. Their perception of mobile devices and services 
differ from other people as they consider it as an accessory as well. As Robins 
(2003) state in a study teenagers download cute characters or photographs of stars to 
decorate their screens. For young people mobile devices have become a status 
symbol and a means for individuals to express themselves through customized face 
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plates, ring tones and carrying cases. In this sense, cell phones have become similar 
to clothing, jewelry and other external communicators of the self (Sultan&Rohm, 
2005). This close relationship of young consumers with their mobile devices 
generates a more positive attitude toward mobile ads compared to older consumers.  
Education and Gender: Previous research of Brackett and Carr (2001) reveal that 
two demographic variables; education and gender; directly influence attitude 
towards web advertising. In addition the study of Haghirian (2005) indicates that 
interviewees with higher education level perceive mobile advertising more valuable. 
There is not much research done on the attitude of the genders toward mobile 
advertising, therefore, the effect of gender and education on attitude towards mobile 
advertising and advertising value should be examined. 
3.7 Attitude towards Mobile Advertising and Intention to Purchase 
Consumer attitude toward mobile advertising is characterized by consumers’ 
favorable or unfavorable evaluations of advertising through mobile devices and 
whether it is evaluative or affective in nature or plays an important role in 
determining their intention and behavior when exposed to a specific advertising in a 
specific environment. (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975; Lee, 2006) An attitude towards an 
object can be defined as an individual’s internal evaluation of the object, on the 
basis of his or her beliefs. According to Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) there is a 
linkage among four constructs which are behavior, intention, attitude, and belief. 
Influenced by belief, attitude refers to the favorable or unfavorable feelings or 
evaluations a person holds of an object or a behavior. In other words, beliefs 
determine the basic form of the attitude, which in turn triggers behavioral intentions. 
Therefore, exposure to an advertising message, for a specific product, first 
influences one’s beliefs, which then mediate the attitude towards the product. 
Subsequently, behavioral intention is formed as a consequence of this attitude 
formation. (Okazaki, 2007)  
Behavior intentions refer to the attitudes or motivations when one intends to take 
specific action. The theory (TRA) suggests that behavior intentions are the most 
direct, dominant factor in determining the decision to take a specific action or not, 
and that all factors which may influence actual behavior are a manifestation of the 
indirect influence of intentions on behavior. Basing predictions on behavior 
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intentions is typically the best way to forecast specific behaviors given the close 
connections between intention and behavior. (Ajzen, 1991) 
The positive and negative effects of consumer attitude towards advertising have 
been researched extensively. For example, the study of Mitchell and Olson (1981) 
indicate that consumers’ attitudes toward advertising affected their brand attitudes 
and purchasing willingness due to their emotional feelings for the advertising itself. 
In a study conducted to investigate the recall effect of outdoor advertisements, 
Donthu, Cheirian and Bhargava (1993) found that better recall tended to be 
exhibited by the respondents with more positive attitudes toward advertising in 
general. However, recent studies reveal that there is an increasing negative attitude 
formation towards advertising because of factors such as the excessiveness of the 
amount of advertising, exposure to unwelcome advertisement and increased 
awakening of consumerism. (Mittal, 1994; Elliot and Speck, 1998) 
Another study shows that there is a positive attitude towards mobile text advertising 
with considerable response rates and satisfying branding effects (Rettie, 2005). Also 
there is a high level of purchase intention within the people who are exposed to text 
advertisements. According to this study it can be seen that positive attitude towards 
mobile advertising causes increased purchase intention of the consumers. 
Thus, in the present study the relation between consumer attitudes towards mobile 
advertising and purchase intention is going to be examined.  
In the next section, the proposed model that is derived from the model of Haghirian 
and improved by adding other variables like deal proneness, is explained. The 
development of the field study is also given step by step within the research process. 
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4. FIELD STUDY: A SURVEY ON ADVERTISING VALUE OF MOBILE 
ADVERTISING AND ATTITUDE TOWARDS MOBILE MARKETING 
The research process as it is shown in figure 4.1 starts with literature review to gain 
an understanding of the previous research conducted on mobile marketing and 
advertising. The literature review was done to establish the main issues related to 
perceived advertising value of mobile advertising and attitude towards mobile 
marketing and for model conceptualization. For this purpose, secondary data has 
been collected through Istanbul Technical University library and electronic 
database. Although secondary data (academic texts and industry reports) indicates 
important issues, it was still inadequate to cover specific questions. For that reason, 
interviews with mobile marketing agencies and mobile operators were also used to 
clarify the status of mobile marketing and advertising in Turkey to support the 
exploratory basis for this study. Thus, key points of previous studies were taken and 
integrated to build the model and contents of this study and primary data was 
collected to complete the study. 
After completing the literature review together with qualitative study, the research 
hypotheses were determined. The field study was conducted via the questionnaire 
which was developed in the light of the exploratory research. The model was tested 
with the responses given to the questionnaire by using the statistical analyses 
software SPSS. 
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Figure 4.1: Research Process 
Before explaining the details of the field study and the qualitative research, it is 
essential to overview the position of Turkey in mobile marketing world and the 
mobile marketing applications performed in Turkey.  
4.1 Mobile Marketing in Turkey 
Turkey is considered by many to be a mobile marketing innovator. There are three 
mobile operators in Turkey. The largest, Turkcell, has over 29.8 million mobile 
subscribers (of a total 45 million subscribers nationwide out of a 71 million 
population). The other mobile operators are TelSim and Avea. The country has 
voice and data services, with data revenues estimated to hit $1 billion (USD) in 
2007 by the Wireless World Forum.  
The Mobile Marketing Association (MMA) hosted its Mobile Marketing Forum 
EMEA (2006) in Istanbul, Turkey. Attendees included over 180 industry leaders 
from countries on three continents. The event featured discussion and debate 
surrounding how to drive the mobile marketing industry forward not only in Turkey 
but worldwide.  
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The MMA awarded one of its leading mobile marketing providers, Aerodeon 
Turkey, the 2005 Best Use of Mobile Marketing in EMEA award for a campaign it 
conducted with FritoLay (Doritos -- For Love or Money campaign).  
Herewith, a few of the outstanding campaigns discussed at the event due to the 
success these campaigns brought to the companies. 
Finansbank is a Turkish financial institution with over 300,000 customers and 700 
ATM locations. The bank conducted a number of SMS-based campaigns that 
included SMS surveys for retention and loyalty; credit limit updates and status via 
SMS; campaign alerts, and statement reminders.  
Mobile marketing allowed Finansbank to acquire new customers via direct response, 
increase existing customer spend through loyalty and communication; and increase 
frequency of customer spend through promotional channels.  
BP profiled a few mobile campaigns it offered to customers in the Turkish region. 
The focus was customer loyalty and retention. The first campaign provided a special 
code on purchase receipts. Customers were encouraged to text to a short code to 
receive free credits for prepaid calling. The process was very easy to use. 
Over the past few years, BP has hosted a number of campaigns, resulting in over 2.5 
million unique users, 25 million transactions registered, and 95 percent retail 
participation. BP has also been very successful leveraging the campaign database to 
provide additional loyalty incentives to customers. 
Using the database, BP offered a Customer Protection Program that offered loyal 
customers three months of accident insurance, free of charge, for responding to a 
short-code-based initiative. The program received great support and allowed BP to 
upsell additional insurance offerings. 
BP learned that SMS is a stronger response channel than IVR (Interactive Voice 
Response). The higher the participant's age, the higher is the response rate. 
Correspondingly, higher the brand loyalty, the higher is the response rate. BP also 
learned integrating mobile technologies with existing marketing channels increases 
the mobile campaign's success. 
FritoLay presented a large number of mobile campaigns it's conducted over the past 
few years, primarily promotional initiatives. It focused many campaigns around 
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building brand loyalty and driving brand interaction and activation (using mobile as 
the opportunity to establish the one-to-one dialogue with the consumer). 
The company presented excellent insight and understanding of its customer base and 
recognition of the value mobile brings to its campaigns, citing personal, memorable, 
direct, and interactive as some of the key benefits. For each campaign, FritoLay 
presented findings that included not only the number of participants but also 
participation by hour, day, and prepaid/postpaid, which enabled it to direct ad 
spending toward the most popular activation times. It's another example of how a 
brand can use data it extracts from mobile campaigns to drive the success of other 
media elements. 
Pepsi Turkey has been an active participant in mobile marketing initiatives for the 
last three years. It was the first in Turkey to deploy free minute promotions, hourly 
campaigns, digital music campaigns, and interactive mobile applications on pack. 
To date, Pepsi Turkey claims the highest-ever promotional campaign in terms of 
participation for its category. The company likes mobile campaigns because it's an 
effective media tool compared to TV. Mobile marketing enables interactive 
communication, allows customization, and ensures tracking for database and 
consumer information. 
One campaign Pepsi presented involved a ring tone and wallpaper featuring the 
famous "Da Da Da" song and over 200,000 ring tones were downloaded during the 
promotion.  
Many brands that presented have been engaged in mobile marketing since 2004, and 
therefore have had the opportunity to refine and improve their efforts over time. 
Mobile lets consumers be entertained while interacting with their brand of choice. 
Turkish companies have found that simplicity and instant gratification are 
increasingly important, and mobile provides an exciting, interactive channel for 
consumers. 
4.2 Qualitative Study 
In recent years it is clearly seen by marketers that IMC (Integrated Marketing 
Communication) is vital in order to communicate what the brand means to the 
consumers. In tegration of different marketing and advertising tools and mediums 
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strengthen the accurate transmission of the relevant message to the consumers. The 
accuracy of the transmission is strongly related not only to the mesage content and 
the perception it creates, but also to the mediums that are chosen for a marketing and 
advertising campaign. Building strong consumer relationships has become a 
significant issue for marketers as well as the functions like production and sales thus 
they are looking for ways of better access to consumers.  
At this point the emergence of mobile mediums has attracted great attention from 
the marketers as they discovered the possibility of creating one-to-one dialogue with 
the target audience of the brand. Using mobile mediums for marketing and 
advertising has resolved the major complaints of the marketers such as 
advertisements or campaigns not reaching the target market, high costs of mass 
marketing like using TV ads and the lack of effective feedback measurement of the 
campaigns. On the other hand, the consumers also have some complaints about 
being exposed to irrelevant advertisements and campaigns and the interruption that 
is caused by the excessive amount of advertisements all around them. Mobile 
marketing or mobile advertising is assumed to be a remedy for all these complaints 
as it will provide one to one dialogue with the consumers conducting relevant and 
timely information to the audience. 
As this study aims to explore and test the antecedents of value that are attributed to 
mobile advertising and marketing in Turkey, information on mobile marketing and 
advertising applications in Turkey had to be gathered. For that reason, a qualitative 
study comprising interviews with the major players in the market such as the market 
leader GSM operator Turkcell and the outstanding mobile marketing agency 
Aerodeon were conducted to support the exploratory basis for this study.  
The largest GSM operator in Turkey started mobile marketing activities with SMS 
campaigns in 2005. Turkcell defines the interest of companies in mobile marketing 
as increasing gradually as they see the success of the existing campaigns. It is 
reported that the objective of the companies who choose mobile marketing is mainly 
conducting sales promotion activities. The position of Turkcell as a wireless 
operator in the value chain is aggregating the creative agencies with the application 
providers and transmitting the campaign to the consumers. This value chain is 
explained in section 2.2.3.4 to give a full understanding of the participants and the 
flow of the mobile marketing business. 
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It is reported that the mobile marketing campaigns could be used for loyalty 
programs as well as building brand image and creating awareness with mobile 
advertising. They predict that the medium will be of great importance for marketers 
in near future if the campaigns become more relevant and interesting for the 
consumer.  
The operator uses this medium for marketing its own products to its own subscribers 
and managers point out the high return rate of the mobile marketing campaigns and 
the interactivity as the attractive features of mobile marketing. The return rate of 
mobile marketing and advertising campaigns is between 8% and 20%, whereas the 
return rate of marketing campains via the Internet is 2%. The return rate explains the 
ratio of the consumers being involved in the campaign to the targeted consumers. As 
the mobile medium has more power in market targeting than other mediums, the 
success is higher. 
The reason why companies choose mobile marketing is explained mainly in terms of 
the lower cost compared to other mass marketing mediums and it gives the 
possibility to directly  target a specific market segment. Also entertainment is a 
major element used for marketing content thus, mobile medium is quite apropriate 
for creating entertaining campaigns. This feature of mobile mediums increases the 
success when the campaign is targeted to 16-30 year old consumers. 
Another point that Turkcell found significant was the integration of the mediums 
like outdoor and mobile in order to increase the efficiency of the campaigns. When 
the mobile campaigns are announced at outdoor mediums or print media, it is 
observed that the awareness of the campaign is higher and the success increases 
accordingly. This is important evidence about how the company integrates its 
marketing communications efficiently. 
Another actor in the mobile environment is the mobile marketing agencies. 
Aerodeon is one of the successful mobile marketing agencies in Turkey, bringing 
new dimensions to the creative side of mobile marketing and advertising. 
The agency started to design mobile marketing activities in 2003 and they have 
conducted successful campaigns, one of which won the Mobile Marketing 
Association award in 2005. Their position in the mobile marketing value chain is to 
bring the brand and the consumer together on one platform by designing campaigns 
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according to the target market and the profile of the consumers. The agency’s 
manager evaluates mobile marketing as an advantageous medium because of the 
interactivity it creates with the consumer and its convenience to design time and 
location based campaigns. 
Relying on their experience in the market, the major objective of the campaigns 
designed in Turkey is sales promotion. The companies demand campaigns to 
increase their sales such as write and send campaigns which prompt the consumer to 
buy the product and participate in the lottery by sending an SMS to win a prize. 
These campaigns pull the consumers to the product and the return rate can easily be 
measured by the count of the SMS. These campaigns are also effective to gather 
some information about the consumer by requesting it in the SMS. The mobile 
medium is mostly preferred by the companies fast moving consumer goods sector. 
However, the use of the mobile medium is gradually expanding its scope to other 
sectors as well. The points that are taken into consideration during the creative 
period of the mobile marketing campaigns were summarized as below: 
1. The aim of the company: The best mechanism to reach the target market of the 
company should be chosen. 
2. Mechanism: The mechanism is related to the information that the company 
would like to collect about its consumers.  
3. Prize: The prize of the campaign should be appropriate for the target market. 
4. Duration of the campaign: The optimum duration should be determined to make 
sure that the awareness for the campaign is created and sufficient attention is 
gained from the consumer. It is important to decide whether the campaign is 
going to be short term with high efficiency or long term with stable. 
5. Announcement: The campaign has to be announced by complementary mediums 
like TV, radio, papers, brochures, POP materials. 
6. Return rate: The return rate of the campaign is measured by counting SMS sent 
by the consumer, the number of correct involvement by the consumer, the age 
range of the respondents, where they live, etc.The comparison of the targets of 
the campaign with the results is the last step for the agency. 
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The predictions of Aerodeon for the near future of mobile marketing and advertising 
are that the mobile search will be more widespread among the consumers and the 
advertisements will be directed to the search engines. Consequently, the wap-
banners will attract more attention as the interest in mobile Internet increases. 
According to the interviews conducted with the managers of Turkcell and Aerodeon, 
it is seen that the major objective of mobile marketing and advertising is conducting 
or supporting sales promotion activities. The type of consumers who are inclined to 
sales promotion is determined mainly through their deal proneness characteristic. 
Therefore, including the impact of deal proneness of a consumer on perceived 
advertising value and attitude towards mobile marketing and advertising is 
considered appropriate for this study. Also it is expected that it will bring a new 
dimension to the literature on mobile marketing and advertising, especially for 
Turkish market conditions. 
In the light of the exploratory research, the research model for advertising value of 
mobile marketing and advertising is developed. The proposesd model is given in the 
next section. 
4.3 Proposed Model 
The advertising value model developed by Ducoffe (1995) includes three 
antecedents of advertising value which is then extended by Brackett (2001) adding 
credibility to the original model. The perceptual antecedents of advertising value 
found through literature review are included in this model as well. In addition, 
frequency of exposure (Haghirian 2005) is taken as a variable influencing 
advertising value. Other constructs that are included in the model are consumer 
related variables such as attitude towards privacy, deal-proneness and relevant 
demographic variables. Relevant demographic variables are examined in previous 
studies and gender as a demographic variable is demonstrated to have a direct affect 
on attitude towards web advertising (Brackett 2001, Haghirian 2005), so its effect on 
attitude towards mobile marketing is observed in this study. Deal-proneness is a 
consumer characteristic that is considered to have an effect on consumer response to 
promotions and on their purchase behavior. Since mobile marketing is also 
frequently implemented for sales promotions purpose, deal-proneness is included in 
this study to figure out its effect on intention to purchase and other constructs when 
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a consumer is subject to mobile marketing. Therefore, the proposed model brings a 
new dimension to previous research about mobile marketing by examining purchase 
intention which is important for marketers as it is a measure of campaign 
performance and effectiveness and deal-proneness as a consumer characteristic. 
This study proposes two principal dimensions that influence perceived advertising 
value of mobile marketing. First dimension is form of advertising which involves 
variables of message content and frequency of exposure. Second dimension includes 
consumer related variables like attitude towards privacy, relevant demographic 
variables and consumer deal proneness. Both of these dimensions are proposed to 
have an effect on advertising value of mobile marketing and thus on attitude towards 
mobile advertising. In this study, another important issue for the marketers is 
examined that is the effect of attitude towards mobile marketing on purchase 
intention. In the next sections of the study, the model is going to be tested via 
hypothesis.  
As it is mentioned before under the title of advertising value of mobile advertising, 
advertising value is a measure for advertising effectiveness. When the perceived 
value of mobile advertising increases it means that the customers have a positive 
attitude towards mobile advertising and also the intention to respond to messages 
and intention to purchase are at a considerable level. (Rettie, 2005) For that reason it 
would be right to estimate the effectiveness of mobile advertising considering its 
advertising value.   
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The research constructs that are integrated from the literature review are given in 
Table 4.1 with the source used.  
Table4.1: Sources of the research constructs 
Variable Source 
informativeness Ducoffe[1995] and [1996], Brackett[2001], 
Haghirian[2005], Okazaki[2007] 
entertainment Ducoffe[1995] and [1996], Brackett[2001], 
Haghirian[2005], Okazaki[2007] 
irritation Ducoffe[1995] and [1996], Brackett[2001], 
Haghirian[2005], Okazaki[2007] 
Credibility Brackett[2001], Haghirian[2005], 
Okazaki[2007] 
Personalization Varshney and Vetter [2002], Xu [2006] 
Permission Godin [1999], Kavassalis [2003], Marinova 
[2002] 
Relevant demographic variables Brackett[2001], Haghirian[2005], 
Okazaki[2007] 
Attitude toward privacy Haghirian[2005] 
Deal proneness Lichtenstein [1990], Blattberg [1978], 
Ramaswamy [1998], 
Frequency of exposure Haghirian[2005],Scharl[2005] 
Intention to respond and 
purchase 
Okazaki[2007], Rettie and Grandcolas[2005] 
Attitude towards mobile 
marketing 
Haghirian[2005], Tsang [2004], Lee[2006] 
Advertising Value Ducoffe[1995] and [1996], Brackett[2001], 
Haghirian[2005], 
 
The proposed model is given in Figure 4.2. Message content, message exposure, 
attitudal consumer characteristics and personalization and permission are taken as 
the constructs of the model that influence advertising value of mobile advertising. 
Intention to purchase is also included in the model to see the effect of attitude on 
intention to purchase. Demographic variables are used to see the profile of the 
sample and to examine the effect of demographics on advertising value. 
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 Figure 4.2: Proposed Model 
The model is tested via a survey with a questionnaire to measure each construct 
included in the model. Đn the next section the field study will be explained in detail 
and the questionnaire can be found in the appendix. 
4.4 Sampling Method 
Since the study aims to investigate the attitudes and perceived advertising value of 
Turkish consumers, the main population of this study includes young and well 
educated Turkish consumers who are more likely to interact with mobile advertising 
and marketing as they generally have mobile phones more than a year. 
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The confidence interval method was used to determine the sample size where 
93.98% was chosen as confidence interval. Sample size was calculated with the 
following formula; 
N=p*(1-p) / (e/Z)2             (4.1) 
Z= 1.88 (For 6.02% acceptable sample error)       
P= 73% (Total GSM owner percentage in Turkey found by dividing the total 
number of GSM owners in Turkey by 2006 (53.450.000) by estimated total 
population of Turkey (73.000.000). 
N=0.73*(1-0.73) / (0.0602/1.88)2    
N≈192   (274 sample surveys were collected for this survey.) 
4.5 Method of Collecting Data  
The study was conducted in September 2007 on the web over a 4 weeks period 
during which 624 mobile phone owners filled the survey. The survey utilized a 
Turkish questionnaire designed to collect data regarding factors that affect 
consumers’ perceived value of mobile advertising and attitude towards mobile 
advertising. For this investigation a pretested questionnaire was applied and the link 
of the web site was distributed to the respondents per e-mail. The questionnaire was 
first reviewed by experts on research and then pretested on 30 individuals in August 
2007 and was revised on the basis of their feedback. It was then published on a web 
site and the link of the web site was distributed to the respondents per e-mail. 
Research targets were people in Istanbul, Turkey who have experience in using 
mobile devices and are aged between 18 and 35 years. 
The questionnaire consisted of three main parts that were devised to gather data on 
experience with mobile phone usage and research constructs and demographical 
data. First part consisted of questions on cellular phone usage and awareness of 
mobile marketing campaigns. Second part included questions on respondent’s 
perception of attributes like entertainment, informativeness, irritation and 
credibility. Also frequency of exposure, attitude towards privacy, deal proneness of 
the respondent and intentions were questioned. The third part collected the 
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respondent’s demographic data such as age, gender, income, occupation and 
education. 
4.6 Information on Survey Data and Intentions of the Respondents 
The survey also included questions on the intentions of the respondents for mobile 
marketing and advertising which can be a guide for the companies who use mobile 
marketing and advertising in order to access their consumers. Respondent’s 
intentions on which extent they intend to be involved in mobile marketing activities 
and mobile advertising were questioned. In addition to these, the impact of mobile 
marketing and advertising on consumer buying behaviour is examined. In this 
section, the descriptive data of the survey results and the statistics on the intentions 
of the respondents are explained. 
4.6.1 Descriptive Data of the Survey Results  
A total of 624 questionnaires were filled and 274 of them were fully answered. The 
respondents included 106 females and 168 males. 32% of the respondents were aged 
from 17 to 25, 42% of them were aged from 26 to 35, 20% of them were aged from 
36 to 45 and the rest 6% was above 46. 65% of the respondents had a collage degree 
and 32% had post graduate degree which indicates that the respondents were 
primarily young and well educated. This data reveals that the target respondents, 
who are young and well educated, are reached. 
35% of the respondents have income lower than 2000 YTL, 36% has income of 
2001–4000 YTL and 28.7% has income higher than 4000 YTL. 100% of the 
respondents own mobile phone more than a year. 51% of them read the messages 
occasionally and 20% delete immediately. The most preferred campaign by 
respondents of this study is social responsibility related campaigns followed by send 
and win campaigns and lottery campaigns. 40.5% of the consumers would never 
give up their mobile phones and 36.9% would never give up Internet. This indicates 
that mobile phones are appropriate devices in terms of reaching consumers which 
will pave the way for various applications of mobile marketing and advertising. In 
addition, SMS is used by 96.4% of the respondents which increases the contribution 
of SMS campaigns in mobile marketing and advertising. On the other hand MMS, 
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WAP and camera are not frequently used at the time being and their use should be 
fostered for future applications. 
The scales of entertainment, informativeness, irritation and credibility were adapted 
from Tsang (2004) and Ducoffe (1995, 1996). Items that were validated by previous 
research (Blattberg, 1978) were used but the wording was modified to fit this 
particular context of mobile advertising. Items regarding the types of campaigns and 
advertising mediums are inserted to the survey with reference to the interviews with 
Turkish wireless service providers and mobile marketing agencies. 
Apart from the socio-demographic attributes of the interviewee and the number of 
his/her advertising messages received, all measures were assessed via a 5- point-
Likert-type scale ranging from “strongly agree” to “strongly disagree”. These scales 
were reverse-coded where appropriate. The reliability aspect of the survey 
questionnaire was assessed to ensure overall adequacy. The questionnaire was 
formed based on the information from literature review and on the interviews that 
were conducted with mobile marketing companies.The list of research variables are 
given in Table4.2. 
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Table 4.2: Research Variables 
Topic Variable Scale Question 
informativeness Interval 8 
entertainment Interval 8 
irritation Interval 8 
Content characteristics of 
the message 
Credibility Interval 8 
Personalization Interval 10 Permission-based and 
personalized mobile 
advertising Permission Interval 10 
Age Ratio 13  
Gender Nominal  12 
Marital status Nominal  14 
Household income Nominal  20 
Education status Nominal 17,18  
Consumer demographics 
Employment status Nominal 12,13,14, 15,16,1718,19,20 
Attitude toward 
privacy Interval 10 Attitudinal characteristics 
of consumers 
Deal proneness Interval 10 
Frequency of exposure to 
mobile advertising 
Frequency of 
exposure Nominal 11 
Intention to respond and 
purchase 
Intention to respond 
and purchase Interval 8, 9 
Attitude towards mobile 
marketing 
Attitude towards 
mobile marketing Interval 10 
Advertising Value of 
Mobile advertising Advertising Value Interval 8 
daily use of mobile 
device Nominal 
time spent on mobile 
phone Ratio 
usage experience Ratio 
Invoice amount Nominal 
Mobile Phone Usage 
Mobile marketing 
campaign experience Interval 
1, 2, 3, 4,  
5, 6, 7 
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4.6.2 Intentions of Respondents on Mobile Marketing Activities and Mobile 
Advertising 
The intentions of respondents on being involved in mobile marketing activities are 
tested with one sample statistics test and the results are in Table 4.3: 
Table 4.3: Intention of the respondents  
  N Mean Std. Deviation 
Std. Error 
Mean 
offer 274 3.17 1.285 .078 
social 274 3.38 1.205 .073 
permission1 274 4.09 1.251 .076 
persinfo 274 2.49 1.302 .079 
location 274 1.80 1.073 .065 
purbehaviour 274 1.77 1.113 .067 
Test Value = 3 
95% Confidence Interval 
of the Difference 
  t df Sig. (2-tailed) 
Mean 
Difference Lower Upper 
offer 2.209 273 .028 .172 .02 .32 
social 5.165 273 .000 .376 .23 .52 
permission1 14.482 273 .000 1.095 .95 1.24 
persinfo 
-6.452 273 .000 -.507 -.66 -.35 
location 
-18.573 273 .000 -1.204 -1.33 -1.08 
purbehaviour 
-18.243 273 .000 -1.226 -1.36 -1.09 
 
According to the results; respondents would agree to receive 
advertisement/promotion messages in return for offers because mean value of the 
variable is significantly higher than the test value. Also respondents would agree to 
receive advertisement/promotion messages in order to contribute to social 
responsibility activities. The mean value of this variable that is named as social is 
significantly above the test value which is taken as 3.  
The mean value of the variable permission1 is significantly higher than the test 
value of the analysis. Therefore, respondents wouldn’t want to receive 
advertisement/promotion messages from the companies without their permission.  
According to the results; respondents wouldn’t agree to share personal information 
with companies in order to receive personalized services and offers through their 
mobile devices. The mean value of the variable is significantly lower than the test 
value which is taken as 3. As this is a statement with a negative meaning, mean 
value is expected to be lower than the test value in order to support the hypothesis.  
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Also respondents wouldn’t permit companies to track their mobile device usage 
behaviors in order to receive personalized services and offers through their mobile 
devices. The mean value of the variable is significantly lower than the test value 
which is taken as 3. As this is a statement with a negative meaning, mean value is 
expected to be lower than the test value in order to support the hypothesis.  
The mean value of the variable permission1 is significantly lower than the test value 
of the analysis. As this is a statement with a negative meaning, mean value is 
expected to be lower than the test value in order to support the hypothesis. 
Therefore, respondents wouldn’t permit companies to track their location 
information in order to receive personalized services and offers through their mobile 
devices.  
4.6.3 The Relation of Advertising value with Consumer Buying Behaviour 
There were two statements in the questionnaire to evaluate advertising value and 
each statement was measured with 5 point Likert scale. The scores of these 
statements were summed to form one variable for advertising value. Its median was 
calculated and the frequencies of the responses are given in Table4.4. 
Table 4.4: Statistics ( Median and frequency of advertising value ) 
Valid 274 N 
Missing 0 
Median 6,0000 
  Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
2,00 49 17,9 17,9 17,9 
3,00 8 2,9 2,9 20,8 
4,00 46 16,8 16,8 37,6 
5,00 29 10,6 10,6 48,2 
6,00 56 20,4 20,4 68,6 
7,00 38 13,9 13,9 82,5 
8,00 39 14,2 14,2 96,7 
9,00 8 2,9 2,9 99,6 
10,00 1 ,4 ,4 100,0 
Valid 
Total 274 100,0 100,0   
 
The respondents are divided into two groups according to their level of perceived 
advertising value. The respondents who have scores above the median were taken 
into high advertising value group and the respondents who have scores below the 
median value were taken into low advertising value group.  
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Table 4.5: Frequency of advertising value groups 
  Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
low 132 48,2 48,2 48,2 
high 142 51,8 51,8 100,0 
Valid 
Total 274 100,0 100,0   
 
Two groups have nearly the same sample size; 48.2 % of respondents have a low 
level of advertising value and 51.8% of respondents have a high level of advertising 
value perception. The statistics are given in Table 4.5.  
The first step of consumer buying behavior is information search. It is tested to see 
if there is a significant difference between consumer groups with high and low 
advertising value in terms of intention to search information. Also the mean value 
for intention to search information after receiving a mobile advertising message is 
higher for the group with high advertising value compared to the consumer group 
with low advertising value.  
It is also tested if there is a significant difference between consumer groups with 
high and low advertising value in terms of intention to visit the web site for more 
information. This is also the information search step of the buying behavior. Also 
the mean value for intention to visit the web site after receiving a mobile advertising 
message is higher for the group with high advertising value compared to the 
consumer group with low advertising value.  
 The results of the survey indicate that there is a significant difference between 
consumer groups with high and low advertising value in terms of intention to apply 
for the related campaign. Also the mean value for intention to apply for the 
campaign after receiving a mobile advertising message is higher for the group with 
high advertising value compared to the consumer group with low advertising value.  
There is a significant difference between consumer groups with high and low 
advertising value in terms of intention to go shopping for the related service or 
product. Also the mean value for intention to go shopping after receiving a mobile 
advertising message is higher for the group with high advertising value compared to 
the consumer group with low advertising value. Therefore the hypothesis is 
supported by the results. 
This hypothesis tests if there is a significant difference between consumer groups 
with high and low advertising value in terms of intention to purchase the related 
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service or product. Also the mean value for intention to purchase after receiving a 
mobile advertising message is higher for the group with high advertising value 
compared to the consumer group with low advertising value. Therefore the 
hypothesis is supported by the results. 
4.7 Analysis on Advertising Value and the Constructs 
4.7.1 Hypotheses About the Antecedents of Perceived Advertising Value 
H1: Message content, message exposure, attitudinal consumer characteristics, 
personalization and permission directly influence perceived advertising value of 
mobile advertising. 
H1a: Message Content characteristics of the advertising messages directly influence 
perceived advertising value of mobile advertising. 
-When entertainment factor of the advertising message increases, perceived 
advertising value will increase. 
-When informativeness factor of the advertising message increases, 
perceived advertising value will increase. 
-When credibility factor of the advertising message increases, perceived 
advertising value will increase. 
-When irritation factor of the advertising message increases, perceived 
advertising value will decrease. 
H1b: The higher the frequency of exposure to mobile advertising messages, the 
lower the perceived advertising value. 
H1c: The attitudinal consumer characteristics of the advertising messages directly 
influence perceived advertising value of mobile advertising.  
-The more positive consumer’s attitude towards privacy, the higher his/her 
perceived advertising value of mobile advertising. 
-The more deal prone the consumer, the higher perceived advertising value 
of mobile advertising. 
H1d: Permission-based mobile advertising has a positive influence on advertising 
value of mobile advertising. 
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H1e: Personalization of mobile advertising has a positive influence on perceived 
advertising value of mobile advertising. 
H2: There is a significant difference between consumers who attribute high 
advertising value and consumers who attribute low advertising value to mobile 
advertising in terms of demographic factors. 
H2a: There is a significant difference between consumers who attribute low 
advertising value and who attribute low advertising value to mobile advertising in 
terms of age. 
H2b: There is a significant difference between consumers who attribute low 
advertising value and who attribute low advertising value to mobile advertising in 
terms of gender. 
H2c: There is a significant difference between consumers who attribute low 
advertising value and who attribute low advertising value to mobile advertising in 
terms of education level. 
H3: Purchase intention of a consumer is correlated to the level of deal proneness. 
H4: Purchase intention of a consumer is correlated to attitude towards mobile 
advertising. 
H5: Perceived advertising value is correlated to attitude towards mobile advertising. 
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4.7.2 Reliability Test 
First of all reliability of the scales was assessed. The metric scales used in the survey 
are included in realibility analysis to examine their adequacy to measure the 
variables. The five point likert scale was used for question 8 and 12 in the 
questionnaire so the reliability test was performed for the scales in both of the 
questions seperately.  
The results of the reliability tests are shown in table 4.6.  
Table 4.6: Reliability of the survey questionnaire scales 
Reliability Statistics for 
Question 8 
 Cronbach's 
Alpha N of Items 
,906 31 
Reliability Statistics for 
Question 12 
Cronbach's 
Alpha N of Items 
,826 14 
The cronbach’s alpha is greater than 0,7 so the scale used in the questionnaire is 
reliable. The values above 0.7 for cronbach’s alpha value are considered perfectly 
reliable. 
4.7.3 Variables Influencing Advertising Value  
The content characteristics, frequency of exposure, consumer attitudinal 
characteristics, personalization and permission are analyzed with regression analysis 
in order to find out their influence on perceived advertising value. Content 
characteristics are informativeness, entertainment, irritation and credibility of the 
message which were measured with 5 item Likert scale. Consumer attitudinal 
characteristics are attitude towards privacy and deal proneness which were also 
measured with 5 item Likert scale, thus were metric variables. Personalization and 
permission were also metric variables so they were also included in the analysis 
without a variable conversion. However, frequency of exposure was a non-metric 
variable consisting of 3 groups. For that reason, it was recoded into dummy 
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variables which are VAR1, VAR2 and VAR3.in order to analyze in regression 
analysis. VAR1 represents frequency of exposure as it is the significant one. 
Table4.7: Model summary of regression analysis 
Model Summary 
Model R R Square 
Adjusted R 
Square 
Std. Error of the 
Estimate 
1 ,855a ,731 ,720 1,11462 
a. Predictors: (Constant), permission, VAR1, personalised, dealprone, 
VAR3, irritation, inf, attprivacy, ent, crediblity 
ANOVAb 
Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Regression 879,370 10 87,937 70,781 ,000a 
Residual 324,262 261 1,242   
1 
Total 1203,632 271    
a. Predictors: (Constant), permission, VAR1, personalised, dealprone, VAR3, irritation, inf, 
attprivacy, ent, crediblity 
b. Dependent Variable: topadvalue    
According to the results of the regression analysis, the F value 87,937 is significant 
at 0,00 significance level so the model’s validity is approved. The model summary 
in Table 4.7 indicates that the independent variables explain 72% of the changes on 
the dependent variable. 
As the regression analysis indicates in Table 4.8, the independent variables which 
are significant to explain the changes on the dependent variables are 
informativeness, irritation, credibility, personalization, frequency of exposure and 
deal proneness. Informativeness of the message is the most effective variable on 
perceived advertising value with the coefficient 0,726 which is followed by 
credibility of the message with the coefficient 0,715. Irritation and frequency of 
exposure have a negative influence on perceived advertising value because their 
coefficients have a negative sign in the regression function. In the model VAR2 was 
excluded from the analysis and VAR1 turned out to be significant.VAR1 represents 
the minimum level of frequency of exposure which was once a week or less. This 
variable has a negative relation with the dependent variable which indicates that 
perceived advertising value decreases with increasing frequency of exposure.  
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Other variables like entertainment, permission and attitude towards privacy do not 
have a significant effect on the dependent variable but their affect is positive as 
expected although it is not significant. The statistics are given in Table4.8.  
Table 4.8: Results of Regression Analysis 
Coefficientsa 
Unstandardized Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients 
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 
(Constant) ,911 ,557  1,635 ,103 
Đnf ,726 ,086 ,397 8,482 ,000 
Ent ,147 ,098 ,068 1,493 ,137 
irritation -,310 ,081 -,148 -3,838 ,000 
crediblity ,715 ,126 ,281 5,665 ,000 
personalised ,260 ,078 ,120 3,325 ,001 
VAR1 -,423 ,195 -,077 -2,177 ,030 
VAR3 -,278 ,153 -,064 -1,815 ,071 
attprivacy ,025 ,108 ,009 ,234 ,815 
dealprone ,246 ,097 ,099 2,527 ,012 
1 
permission ,007 ,067 ,004 ,107 ,915 
a. Dependent Variable: topadvalue    
 
According to multivariate regression analysis model the equation is as follows: 
Y= β0 + β1 X1 + β2 X2 + β3 X3 + ......+βk Xk  + ℮          (4.2) 
The estimation of this model can be calculated with the formula below: 
Y= a + b1 x1 + b2 x2 + b3 x3 + ......+bk xk            (4.3) 
In this formula, a is constant whereas b is partial regression coefficient. Y is the 
value for dependent variable and x values are for independent variables. When we 
insert the B values from the regression analysis results, we can form the equation for 
the impact of independent variables on the dependent variable as follows. 
Y= 0.911 + 0.726 x1 - 0.310 x2 + 0.715 x3 + 0.260 x4 – 0.423 x5 + 0.246 x6 (4.4) 
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The impact of the variables in the equation on advertising value is determined by the 
sign and the amplitude of the coefficients. According to the equation which is 
formed due to the results of the regression analysis, advertising value of mobile 
advertising or marketing is affected by the informativeness of the message content at 
most. The negative signs indicate that the variable affects advertising value in a 
negative way. The definitions of the variables are as follows. 
Y  : Advertising value of mobile advertising or marketing.  
x1  : Informativeness factor of  mobile marketing or advertising message. 
x2   : Irritation factor of  mobile marketing or advertising message. 
x3  : Credibility factor of  mobile marketing or advertising message. 
x4  : Personalization of mobile marketing or advertising messages. 
x5  : Frequency of exposure to mobile marketing or advertising messages. 
x6  : Dealprone characteristic of the consumers. 
4.7.4 The Effect of Demographic Variables on Advertising Value 
Discriminant analysis was applied in order to examine the discriminative 
demographic variables on advertising value of mobile advertising. Perceived 
advertising value was divided into two groups as consumers with high and low 
perceived advertising value. Education level, age and gender were taken as 
demographic variables to be analyzed. The aim of this analysis is to find out which 
demographic variables are different for consumer groups with high and low 
perceived advertising value.  
Table4.9: Model Summary of  Discriminant Analysis 
Eigenvalues 
Function Eigenvalue % of Variance Cumulative % 
Canonical 
Correlation 
 1 ,044a 100,0 100,0 ,205 
a. First 1 canonical discriminant functions were used in the analysis. 
Wilks' Lambda 
Test of 
Function(s) 
Wilks' 
Lambda Chi-square df Sig. 
1 ,958 11,535 3 ,009 
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As the Wilk’s lambda in Table 4.9 indicates the function is significant at 0,01 
significance level. However, the most significant discriminative demographic 
variable is gender as the standardized coefficients  indicate in Table4.10.  
Table4.10: Difference between consumers with high and low advertising value 
  std. Coef. 
Gender 0,930 
Age -0,348 
Education -0,044 
low 
advalue 
high 
advalue Group 
centroids 
-0,215 0,202 
 
Gender which was measured by nominal scale was transformed into dummy 
variable. The other variables age and education were taken metric. Table 4.10 shows 
that consumers with high perceived advertising value are more likely to be women 
and younger. In terms of educational background, the consumers with high 
advertising value are less educated. The cases that are correctly classified are %59.1 
of the original grouped cases which shows the explanoratory power of the 
discriminant analysis. The discriminat function is significant but the exploratory 
power of the analysis is lower than expected. 
4.7.5 Relation between Deal proneness and purchase intention 
The level of deal proneness effects purchase intention of a consumer which is 
indicated in the correlation analysis.  
Table 4.11: Correlation of purchase intention and deal proneness 
Correlations 
  purchint dealprone 
Pearson Correlation 1 ,458** 
Sig. (2-tailed)  ,000 
purchint 
N 274 273 
Pearson Correlation ,458** 1 
Sig. (2-tailed) ,000  
dealprone 
N 273 273 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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The correlation coefficient is 0,458 and the correlation is significant at 0,00 
significance level as it is given in Table 4.11. The correlation between purchase 
intention and attitude towards mobile advertising is significant at 0,00 significance 
level as it is given in Table4.12. Correlation coefficient is 0,735 which is quite high 
indicating a strong relation between the constructs. The hypothesis is supported. 
Table4.12: Correlation of attitude towards mobile advertising and purchase intention 
Correlations 
  attitude purchint 
Pearson Correlation 1 ,735** 
Sig. (2-tailed)  ,000 
attitude 
N 274 274 
Pearson Correlation ,735** 1 
Sig. (2-tailed) ,000  
purchint 
N 274 274 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
4.7.6 Correlation between Perceived Advertising Value and Attitude 
towards Mobile Advertising 
Perceived advertising value is correlated to attitude towards mobile advertising at 
0,00 significance level as it is given in Table4.6. The correlation coefficient is 0,770 
which is quite close to 1 indicating a strong relation between constructs. The 
hypothesis 11 is supported. 
 Table 4.13:Correlation of perceived advertising value and attitude towards mobile 
advertising 
Correlations 
  attitude topadvalue 
Pearson Correlation 1 ,770** 
Sig. (2-tailed)  ,000 
attitude 
N 274 274 
Pearson Correlation ,770** 1 
Sig. (2-tailed) ,000  
topadvalue 
N 274 274 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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4.7.7 Advertising value of Mobile Advertising 
Overall value that respondents attribute to mobile marketing and advertising is 
analysed with one-sample t-test by taking 3 as test value. If the mean is above the 
test value, it means that the overall advertising value of Turkish respondents is high. 
However, value that Turkish consumers attribute to mobile advertising and 
marketing is low at overall as it is given in Table 4.14 because the mean value of 
advertising value variable is significantly below the median of the Likert scale 
which is 3 in this case. 
Table 4.14: Advertising value of Mobile Advertising 
  N Mean Std. Deviation 
Std. Error 
Mean 
advalue 274 2.6405 1.05237 .06358 
Test Value = 3 
95% Confidence Interval 
of the Difference 
  t df Sig. (2-tailed) 
Mean 
Difference Lower Upper 
advalue 
-5.655 273 .000 -.35949 -.4847 -.2343 
 
4.7.8 Attitude towards Mobile Advertising 
Overall attitude of respondents is analysed with one-sample t-test by taking 3 as test 
value. If the mean is above the test value, it means that the overall attitude of 
Turkish respondents is positive. However, attitude of Turkish consumers is negative 
at overall as it is seen in Table 4.15 because the mean value of attitude variable is 
significantly below the median of the Likert scale which is 3 in this case. 
Table 4.15: Attitude towards Mobile Advertising 
  N Mean Std. Deviation 
Std. Error 
Mean 
attitude 274 2.1606 .99529 .06013 
Test Value = 3 
95% Confidence Interval 
of the Difference 
  t df Sig. (2-tailed) 
Mean 
Difference Lower Upper 
attitude 
-13.961 273 .000 -.83942 -.9578 -.7210 
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5. CONCLUSION 
The high penetration of mobile phones has resulted in the increasing use of mobile 
devices to deliver advertisements for products and services. The number of GSM 
subscribers in Turkey showed an increase of 16% in the year 2006 from 
approximately 45 million to 53 million subscribers. Thus, mobile phone penetration 
is approximately 73% considering the population estimation of State Planning 
Organization. This penetration ratio compared to European Union penetration of 
97% (ITU-2005) reveals that there is a high potential of growth in GSM sector in 
Turkey. The increase of GSM subscribers is a sign of the growth trend in the sector. 
Based on this growth in Turkey, companies began to use mobile devices as 
marketing and advertising medium since it has benefits such as time and location 
sensitive advertisements, personalization and decreasing marketing costs. Although 
it seems attractive to use mobile marketing and advertising to promote products and 
services the perceptions of the consumer should be considered as well. At this point, 
perceived value of mobile advertising becomes an important parameter in validating 
the approach of the consumer. This study investigated the value attributed to mobile 
advertising by Turkish consumers and the contribution of parameters such as 
content of the message, frequency of exposure, attitude towards privacy and deal 
proneness on perceived advertising value. 
In general the study found that mobile advertising was not receiving an enthusiastic 
response from the mobile phone users in Turkey. The low average scores of attitude 
towards mobile advertising and perceived advertising value indicated this lack of 
consumer interest in the issue. This result revealed that consumers currently were 
not willing to receive advertisements on their mobile devices. 
The overall validation of advertising value was low and attitude towards mobile 
advertising was negative according to the results of this study. The perceived 
disturbance may be caused because of not receiving expected utility from the 
advertising messages. As Kavassalis mentioned, consumers will only accept mobile 
marketing aand advertising if they perceive a benefit in receiving advertising 
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messages on their phones. In this sense, it is possible to conclude that Turkish 
consumers do not perceive a benefit in being exposed to mobile marketing and 
advertising.The perceived disturbance may also be affected by the personal nature of 
the mobile devices. This creates high expectations for the relevance of the marketing 
communication messages. Consumers expect messages to be personal and of high 
interest and this cause greater disappointment when they get irrelevant messages.  
Therefore, some benefits should be provided for consumers in Turkey to increase 
the advertising value of mobile advertising starting with sending relevant messages. 
According to the results of regression analysis; informativeness of the message was 
the most significant of the factors affecting respondents’ perceived advertising 
value, followed by credibility. Irritation factor of the message was found to have a 
negative effect on perceived advertising value though it was not as strong as 
informativeness and credibility. These findings overlap with the earlier studies of 
Ducoffe (1996), Brackett (2001) and Haghirian (2005) as they also found that 
informativeness had a positive influence on consumers’ perceived advertising value. 
Brackett (2001) and Haghirian (2005) had credibility in addition to Ducoffe’s 
research model and they also had found that credibility had a positive influence on 
perceived advertising value. However, entertainment factor was not a contributing 
factor in this study. The reason for this could be the age and education level of the 
respondents. Since entertaining contents were usually designed for kids and 
teenagers the respondents of this study who were mostly aged from 20 to 35, may 
not receive much entertaining advertisements to their mobile phones. Therefore, 
entertainment factor seemed to be not effective on perceived advertising value. 
Personalization of the message was significantly contributing to the regression 
model for perceived advertising value. This indicated that consumers were willing to 
receive relevant message to their mobile phones and this has a considerable 
influence on their perceived advertising value. This supports the findings of Xu 
(2006) that personalization had an influence on the perception of mobile advertising. 
Consumers would like the content of the mobile advertising messages to be 
customized to their interests and relevant for them. For that reason marketers should 
apply marketing techniques based on knowledge of customer profiles, preference 
and shopping habits. At this point, consumer privacy gains significance because the 
attempts to gather information about consumers should not interfere with their 
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privacy. Another finding of this study was that the respondents wouldn’t agree to 
share personal information with companies, or to track their mobile device usage 
behavior or to see their location information in order to receive personalized 
services and offers through their mobile devices. This indicated that consumers gave 
more importance to their privacy rather than receiving personalized messages. This 
gives way to the importance of permission based marketing and advertising. 
However, in the regression analysis permission was not a contributing factor. This 
can be explained by the speculative nature of the questions, as the permission-based 
mobile advertising was not yet fully applied and as the vast majority of the 
respondents have not experienced actual permission-based mobile advertising. 
Therefore, their appreciation of the associated benefits may at this point be limited. 
It is hard to state the likelihood of appreciating something that someone has not 
experienced. Although permission does not have a significant influence on 
advertising value, the respondents of this study do not want to receive advertisement 
messages without their permission. Therefore, it is possible to say that permission 
based marketing is a vital issue for mobile advertising. After the mobile phone users 
experience permission based mobile advertising, a study on their opinion is 
significant.  
As in literature frequency of exposure is significantly contributing factor in the 
regression model of this study. The dummy variables VAR1, VAR2 and VAR3 
were taken into the regression model and VAR1 turned out to be significant but had 
a negative effect on perceived advertising value. This indicated that the increase in 
frequency of exposure caused a decrease in perceived advertising value. This 
finding of the study overlaps with the findings of Haghirian (2005). Therefore, the 
marketers should be sensitive about the frequency of the messages sent to the 
customers not to arouse annoyance.  
Another dimension of this study was the influence of attitudinal consumer 
characteristics on perceived advertising value. These characteristics are taken as 
attitude towards privacy and deal proneness. According to the regression model, 
attitude towards privacy is not significant for the model which means that attitude 
towards privacy does not have an effect on perceived advertising value. However 
deal proneness was a contributing factor on perceived advertising value. This feature 
of consumers was never investigated for mobile advertising issues because its 
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relation with sales promotion and segmentation was of significance to the marketers. 
In this study, deal proneness was included as a factor influencing advertising value 
and purchase intention considering that mobile advertising and marketing is 
generally used aiming sales promotion. The correlation between deal proneness and 
purchase intention was also highly significant and positive which showed that deal 
prone consumers should be targeted for mobile advertising campaigns. 
The correlation between perceived advertising value and attitude towards mobile 
advertising was found to be significant and positive. This indicated that perceived 
advertising value had a positive influence on attitude towards mobile advertising. 
Consumers who attribute higher value to mobile advertising have a more positive 
attitude towards mobile advertising. This finding is supported by the findings of 
Ducoffe (1996), Brackett (2001) and Haghirian (2005). 
The influence of attitude towards mobile advertising on purchase intention was also 
examined in this study. The correlation between the two variables is significant and 
positive. Thus, the consumers with more positive attitude intend to purchase more. It 
is important for marketers to keep the attitude of consumers towards mobile 
advertising and marketing at a positive level in order to motivate them for 
purchasing their products. 
The demographic variables are also analyzed in terms of their discriminative effect 
on advertising value. The only variable is gender that creates a significance 
difference between consumers with high and low advertising value. This finding 
overlaps with the study of Brackett (2001). Education and age do not influence 
advertising value significantly. These variables are not found to be effective on 
advertising value in literature as well. 
On the whole, mobile advertising has been improving as an important channel for 
advertising and marketing in Turkey as a result of tremendous growth of SMS and 
mobile phone users. The content should be credible and informative and the 
frequency of exposure should be kept at an acceptable level. Another dimension this 
study provides is the influence of deal proneness on advertising value and purchase 
intention. This issue could be investigated at a broader perspective. If permission 
based advertising and personalization is taken into consideration by all the 
companies, mobile advertising will continue developing in Turkey. These points are 
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important in order to change the negative attitude of Turkish consumers towards 
mobile advertising. 
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APPENDIX 
Mobil Reklam ve Pazarlama Anketi 
Bu soru formu, Đ.T.Ü. Đşletme Mühendisliği yüksek lisans tezi için kullanılmak 
üzere tüketicilerin cep telefonlarına gelen mobil reklam ve pazarlama mesajları 
konusundaki tutum ve algılarının değerlendirilmesi amacıyla düzenlenmiştir. 
• Sorularımızı cevaplamanız en fazla 10 dakikanızı alacaktır. Soru 
formunda toplam 20 soru yer almaktadir, sayfa sonunda "diger sayfa" 
ifadesine tıklayarak bir sonraki sayfaya geciniz.  
• Soru formunda isim veya iletişim bilgileri sorulmamaktadır. 
Cevaplarınız ve kişisel bilgileriniz kesinlikle gizli tutulacak ve sadece 
istatistiki değerlendirme amacıyla, yüksek lisans tezi kapsamında 
kullanılacaktır.  
Doç.Şebnem Burnaz 
Đstanbul Teknik Üniversitesi Đşletme Fakültesi 
Gözde Eren 
Đstanbul Teknik Üniversitesi Đşletme Mühendisliği Yüksek Lisans 
 
1) Mecbur kalmaniz halinde en son asagidakilerden hangisinden 
vazgeçersiniz? 
TV   
Cep telefonu   
Internet   
Gazete   
Dergi   
  
2) Cep telefonunuz var mi? 
Evet   
Hayir   
  
 
 
Cevabiniz "hayir" ise anketi sonlandiriniz. 
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3) Asagidaki fonksiyonlardan hangileri cep telefonunuzda mevcuttur? 
 
SMS-Kisa Mesaj Servisi   
MMS-Resimli ve goruntulu Mesaj Servisi   
Kamera/fotograf cekebilme   
WAP-Internete baglanabilme ozelligi   
 
 
   
4) Kaç senedir cep telefonu kullanmaktasiniz? 
   
5) Cep telefonunuz ile internet, konusma, mesajlasma gibi hizmetlerden 
faydalanmak için günde ortalama kaç saat harcarsiniz? 
   
6) Asagida belirtilen hizmetleri cep telefonunuz ile haftada ortalama kaç kere 
kullandiginizi belirtiniz. 
 SMS  
 MMS  
 E-mail  
 WAP  
 Chat/messenger  
7) Son 3 ayda asagidaki kampanya türlerinden hangilerine ne siklikta katildiniz? 
En az katildiginiza 1, en sik katildiginiza 5 verecek sekilde degerlendiriniz. 
 
en az  
1 
 
2 
 
3 
 
4 
en sik  
5 
SMS ile üründen çikan 
kampanya kodunu yollamak            
SMS ile soru cevaplayarak 
yarismalara katilmak            
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SMS yollayarak hediye 
çekilisine katilmak            
Bir kampanya kapsaminda 
cep telefonunuzla mobil 
oyun indirmek  
          
Cep telefonunuza gelen WAP 
linklerine tiklamak ve WAP 
sitesini ziyaret etmek  
          
Bir kampanya kapsaminda 
cep telefonu içerigi 
(melodi,logo,duvar kagidi) 
indirmek  
          
SMS ile oylama 
kampanyalarina katilmak            
Sosyal sorumluluk 
kapsaminda cep telefonu 
araciligiyla kampanyalara 
katilmak  
          
 
Mobil reklam ve pazarlama mesajlari, firmalarin ürün ve hizmetlerini tanitmak, 
tüketicileri ürün ve hizmetlerle ilgili promosyonlardan ve pazarlama 
kampanyalarindan haberdar etmek için tüketicilerin cep telefonlarina gönderdikleri 
çesitli formatlardaki (SMS,MMS) mesajlardir. 
 
8) Yukaridaki açiklamaya göre asagidaki ifadelere ne derece katildiginizi 
belirtiniz. 
 
Kesinlikle 
katilmiyorum  Katilmiyorum 
Ne 
katiliyorum-
ne 
katilmiyorum  
Katiliyorum  Kesinlikle 
katiliyorum  
Mobil reklam ve pazarlama 
mesajlari fiyatlar ve 
promosyonlarla ilgili iyi bir 
bilgilendirme kaynagidir.  
          
Mobil reklam ve pazarlama 
mesajlari ilgilendigim 
ürünlerle ilgili güncel bilgiyi 
saglar.  
          
Mobil reklam ve pazarlama 
mesaji almayi eglenceli 
buluyorum.  
          
Mobil reklam ve pazarlama 
mesaji almayi rahatsiz edici           
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buluyorum.  
Mobil reklam ve pazarlama 
mesajlarinin çok fazla 
sayida ve kontrol edilemez 
oldugunu düsünüyorum.  
          
Mobil reklam ve pazarlama 
mesajlarinin içerigini 
yaniltici buluyorum.  
          
Mobil reklam ve pazarlama 
mesajlarini alisverislerimde 
yol gösterici olarak 
kullaniyorum.  
          
Mobil reklam ve pazarlama 
mesajlarinin sagladigi 
bilgiye güveniyorum.  
          
Mobil reklam ve pazarlama 
kampanyalarini yapan 
firmalarin iyi bir itibari 
olmasi reklam veya 
kampanyaya duydugum 
güveni arttirir.  
          
Mobil reklam ve pazarlama 
kampanyalarinda adi geçen 
firmalar verdikleri sözleri 
yerine getiriyorlar.  
          
Mobil reklam ve pazarlama 
mesajlarinin içeriginin 
benim ihtiyaç ve 
özelliklerime uygun olarak 
seçildigini düsünüyorum.  
          
Mobil reklam ve pazarlama 
mesajlarini tüketici için 
faydali buluyorum.  
          
Mobil reklam ve pazarlama 
mesajlarini, yeni ürünleri 
tanimak ve 
kampanyalardan haberdar 
olmak açisindan önemli 
buluyorum.  
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Mobil reklam ve pazarlama 
mesaji aldiktan sonra 
reklami yapilan ürünü 
arastirmak ve incelemek 
isterim.  
          
Eger cep telefonuma ilginç 
bir reklam veya promosyon 
mesaji alirsam, detaylar için 
Web sitesini ziyaret 
ederim.  
          
Eger cep telefonuma ilginç 
bir kampanya gelirse, web 
sitesine girip kampanyaya 
basvuru yaparim.  
          
Mobil reklam mesaji 
aldiktan sonra reklami 
yapilan ürünle ilgili alisveris 
mekanlarina gitmek 
isterim.  
          
Mobil reklam mesaji 
aldiktan sonra, bu 
mesajdan reklami yapilan 
ürün veya hizmeti satin 
alirken yararlanmak 
isterim.  
          
 
9) Asagidakilerden hangisi firmalarin cep telefonunuza yönelttigi 
reklam/promosyon mesajlarina iliskin davranisinizi en iyi tanimlar? 
Okumadan silerim   
Duruma göre okurum.   
Çok sayida mesaj birikince okurum.   
Zamanim olunca okurum.   
Hemen okurum.   
Okurum ve begenirsem tanidiklarima yollarim.   
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10) Asagidaki ifadelere ne derece katildiginizi belirtiniz. 
 
Kesinlikle 
katilmiyorum  Katilmiyorum 
Ne 
katiliyorum-
ne 
katilmiyorum 
Katiliyorum  Kesinlikle 
katiliyorum  
Mobil reklam ve pazarlama 
kampanyalarina katilmak 
ve mesaj almak beni 
memnun ediyor.  
          
Mobil reklam ve pazarlama 
kampanyalarindan 
faydalanmayi akillica 
buluyorum.  
          
Cep telefonumdan fatura 
indirimi vb. firsatlar 
karsiliginda 
reklam/promosyon 
mesajlari almayi kabul 
ederim.  
          
Cep telefonumdan sosyal 
sorumluluk kampanyasi 
kapsaminda 
reklam/promosyon mesaji 
almayi kabul ederim.  
          
Izin vermedigim 
markalardan veya 
firmalardan 
reklam/promosyon mesaji 
almak istemem  
          
Cep telefonumdan zevk ve 
tercihlerime uyumlu hizmet 
ve promosyon alabilmek 
için kisisel bilgilerimi 
müsterisi oldugum 
firmalarla paylasirim.  
          
Cep telefonumdan zevk ve 
tercihlerime uyumlu hizmet 
ve promosyon alabilmek 
için hareket halinde nerede 
oldugumun bilinmesine izin 
veririm.  
          
Cep telefonumdan zevk ve 
tercihlerime uyumlu hizmet 
ve promosyon alabilmek 
için cep telefonu kullanim 
davranislarimin takip 
edilmesine izin veririm.  
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Tanimadigim kisi ve 
firmalardan mesaj almak 
istemem.  
          
Müsterisi oldugum 
firmalarin kisisel bilgilerimi 
diger firmalara 
vermelerinde bir sakinca 
görmem.  
          
Alisveris sirasinda 
promosyonlarin (kuponla 
indirim,hediye ,fiyat 
indirimi vb.) avantajini 
kullanmak hosuma 
gidiyor..  
          
Alisveris sirasinda 
promosyonlarin (kuponla 
indirim,hediye,fiyat indirimi 
vb.) avantajini kullaninca 
iyi bir pazarlik sonucu ürün 
satin aldigimi hissederim.  
          
Promosyon (kuponla 
indirim,hediye,fiyat indirimi 
vb.) yapan markalari satin 
almayi, promosyon veren 
firmalarin müsterisi olmayi 
tercih ederim.  
          
Promosyonlar ve indirimler 
normalde almayacagim 
ürün ve hizmetleri satin 
almama sebep oluyorlar.  
          
11) Cep telefonunuza haftada yaklasik kaç tane promosyon/reklam veya 
pazarlama kampanyalari ile ilgili bilgilendirme mesaji aliyorsunuz? 
Haftada 1 ve daha az   
Haftada 2-5 kez    
Haftada 6-10 kez   
Haftada 11-15 kez   
Haftada 15’den fazla   
 
   
12) Cinsiyetiniz? 
Kadin   
Erkek   
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13) Yasiniz? 
  
14) Medeni durumunuz? 
Evli   
Bekar   
 
  
15) Egitim durumunuz: 
Ortaokul    
Lise    
Üniversite    
Üniversite üstü   
 
   
16) Meslek (mezun olunan bölüm itibari ile): 
  
17) Çalisiyor musunuz? 
Evet   
Hayir   
 
 
   
17. soruya cevabiniz “Evet" ise 19. soruya geçiniz. "Hayir" ise bir  sonraki sorudan 
devam ediniz. 
18)  
Hangi gruba dahilsiniz? 
Emekli   
Ögrenci   
Ev hanimi   
Issiz   
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20.sorudan devam ediniz. 
19) Yaptiginiz is/ konum: 
  
20)  
Aylik net aile geliriniz? 
< 1000 YTL   
1001 – 2000 YTL   
2001 – 3000 YTL   
3001 – 4000 YTL   
4001 – 5000 YTL   
5001 – 6000 YTL   
6001 – 7000 YTL   
7001 – 8000 YTL   
8001 – 9000 YTL   
9001 + YTL   
 
 
   
21)  
Toplam Cep telefonu faturanizin veya kontür harcama miktarinizin aylik 
ortalama tutari ne kadardir? 
50 YTL’den az   
50-100 YTL   
101-200 YTL   
201-300 YTL   
301 + YTL    
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